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Spirits of the Augustan Age,
AI>I>K ESS OF SALLUST THE It OMAN
HISTORIAN.
Confivnatieii of Claudius Address on
Roman Antiquities.

Following is a communication from Mr.
Drake, giving his experiences in reference to
" The Double." There is no foundation to
build on so enduring as the foundation of
facts, in the presence of which mere theories
and speculations must " go to the dogs."
BROOKLYN, May 2d, 1881.
BROTHER MILLER :

I read with unusualinterest, Dr. James Coop
er's article on "The Double" in last CIRCULAR.
He says it is asserted by some to be possible,
and by others to be impossible, for our spirits
to leave our bodies. I know it is possible, and
a fact. I have had persons visit me in spirit,
who still inhabit their earthly bodies. I
have seen them pass through its (seemingly)
solid front. On two occasions, I saw my own
spirit standing outside of my body, not over
two feet away, and I believe that I was in
my normal condition. If the unbelieving
ones had seen the mani testations that 1 have,
while living with the New Lebanon Shakers,
they would doubt no more. As a partially
developed " Clairvoyant and Psycliometrist,"
I say that I positively know that our spirits
can leave our bodies at will, without interfer
ing with the functions of life. The person
must arrive at a very superior state or condi
tion in order to do this. I also believe that
when our spirits get complete control over the
matter it inhabits, it can de-materialize and
materialize it at will, as Jesus did, while on
earth ; but first, we must cease to be sensual
ists, and become Spiritualists.
Hoping that this subject will be freely dis
cussed in future editions of the CIRCULAR,
I am, your brother,
W. H. DRAKE.
127 High Street.

2.

MILLER'S

The Ancients and Moderns Meeting in
Prospect Park.
PROSPECT PARK IMMORTALIZED
IN SONG.
Tlic Grandest of Roman Poets, Speak
ing to the NIodern World, through
the Medial Instrumentality of
Mr. Geo. Cole.

Such has been the advantagious point of
observation, from which we have been per
mitted to view the movements and efforts,
made by the Ancients for earth-life recogni
tion, that we rejoice with "an exceeding
great joy " at the distinction which the Spirit
Author of the PROSPECT PARK POEM has con
ferred upon us, in selecting the CIRCULAR as
the channel of presenting that brilliant poeti
cal production to the public.
It has often been suggested to us, that there
was so much of skepticism in the public
mind, and so much of uncertainty in the very
nature of spirit communications relating to
the remote past, that it would be better for
our paper and ourself, did we follow the popu
lar current—the well beaten path—and give
less attention to the Ancients, and more to
the Moderns. But, as we have uniformly
said to our critics, and friendly advisers :
'' Our point of observation is better than
yours, and you are wholly mistaken in the
supposition, that the Ancients, whether of the
historic or the pre-historic periods, are un
able to identify themselves, or explain the
purpose of their visit and restored relations
to the earth they once inhabited. Through
the materializing process of communication,
the Ancients can, anddo manifest themselves
as readily and as perfectly as do spirits of re
cent departure ; and through Psychometry,
the thoughts and purposes of the former can
as readily be interpreted as the latter. "
But why, the reader may ask, are these
thoughts related to the PROSPECT PARK
POEM ? Most intimately are they related.
Recognizing the fact that there are formid
able existing obstacles to their recognition,
the Ancients, passing over the intervening
centuries, have selected as a method of their
introduction to the Moderns a most popular
topic—PROSPECT PARK. The Ancients not
able to identify themselves ! Read the Poem,
inspired by the greatest of Latin poets, and
then tell us, whether in variety and sublimity
of thought—in loftiness of conception—ar
tistic construction of language—in the depth
and breath of its humanitarian sympathies—
in its familiarity with historical data, or in
the profoundly of its philosophical reflec
tions—where is the cotemporary poet, writer
or orator, who can equal, in all the excellen
cies we have named, the PROSPECT PARK
Poem, written thro'the Cole Medium, "under
the influence of the Muses ? We give only
one-half of the Poem in current number—
remainder will appear in CIRCULAR NO. 12.
PROSPECT PARK.
BY GEO. COLE.
Under Influence of the Muses.

Hortus ubi, tecto vicinus jugie aquae fons
Et paulum silvas super his foret.
HORACE.

I.

My dear friend Horace as the day looks bright
To Prospect Park suppose we take our flight,
Enjoy the beauties of a cloudless sky,
And note improvements as they catch the eye,
Ah ! that new building at the Court House side
No doubt, is Brooklyn's highest, latest pride,
To judge from show and freshness there dis
played
Which throws the '' Hall" and Court House
in the shade,
A Frenchman built it, I have just been told,
Without regard to classic schools of old,
Whose templed glories, 'mid the wrecks of
time,
Are yet unwelcome to this age and clime.
Why sing the fame of Athens, Corinth, Rome,
The genii here have found a better home,
Where they may revel in their youthful gush,
And call up Pliidias to behold and blush.
II.

Another structure looms up to the view,
Surpassed by none and equalled by a few ;
Brooklyn may boast, and on its massive wall
A legend utters " Brooklyn Music Hall."
Here Arion, presides, and strikes his Lyre ;
And melting strains of love the soul inspire.
But stay ! what sound is that which thrills the
air ?
A Locomotive, un cheval de fer
Down here in Brooklyn, heavens ! what a
change,
Atlantic Avenue to itself seems strange ;
Now busy people haste as if for life,
And trade and commerce ev'ry where are rife;
Ave-nue de Elatbush, as the French would say
To Prospect Park is now the enly way ;
And this broad ascent to that vernal goal
Renews the vigor of the very soul.
Turn as we may, palatial homes appear—
While distant views dissolve and disappear,
There like a pyramid, active in its form,
A fountain plays, and mist falls in a storm,
The apex crowned with rainbow hue like haze
Where myriad sparkles glitter in a blaze.
III.

Here is tlic Piazza, with its greenwood bands,
There Forum-like its hero statue stands ;
Grand in proportions, solemn in its cast—
Sad memorial of a mournful past.
Lamented Lincoln 1 thou who (vainly sought
To stay those perils, ages past have taught,
Of ruling Empires torn by civil strife,
With clash of arms and cries of widowed wife
Where hate and vengeance take no breath to
pause
And sacred alters perish in the cause ;
Brother'gainst brother, father 'gainst a son,
Victor and vanquished both alike undone.
Mars claimed a victim to appease his wrath,
And dread Nemesis crossed thine honored
path.
Lincoln, as Caesar, by death's fatal hand
Fell—and convulsed a horror-stricken land—
One by a Brutus and one by a Booth,
One for ambition and one for a truth.
This noble statue, though a work of art,
Will cluster 'round it many a saddened heart,
As they the motto of its dead recall—
" Malice for none and Charity for all."
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IV.
IX.
Come on, friend Horace, we must cross this Regard that Eagle, see how wide he spreads
way,
His wings, and hovers just above our heads,
A rather rugged walk, one fain would say ;
In measured circles, while his piercing eye
Some flag-stones would be better for the feet, Notes ev'ry movement as if to descry
But here's the Entrance, now prepare to meet', Some latent weakness on which he may feed
Such scenes, whose beauties will not fail to And take us captive to his sister breed
mark,
It now behooves us not to soar too high,
Deep lines in memory of this Prospect Park ; Or that swift Eagle at our throat may fly,
That cool and winding pathway we will take And strangle hopes that fain would now arise
Which terminates, they say, at " Lullwood And sweep the clouds from those deep azure
Lake."
skies.
But ere proceeding let us pause and rest,
All have some failings which betray the mind,
And this thatched cottage suits the purpose To which, alas, we .are too often blind,
best
And never dream it imtil truth's bright glare
With seats of trees, though here, still seem Reveals as faults thofb traits we once deemed
alive
fair.
With that small terrace o'er that splendid The human mind, though cultured from its
drive
youth
On which are'passing turnouts of the day
In all the glory, wisdom can give truth,
From Gig to Clarence in superb array,
Is so constructed that the slightest change
Drawn by fine horses, who, with speedy flight Of outward action may life's plans derange.
Flash them to view, then flash them out of Thus wreck on wreck of hopes once fondly
sight,
pressed
Whose glamours flash as Borealis' beams
In admiration to a mother's breast,
And each new flash—a flash
more brilliant Lie strewn around the world to teach the fact
seems.
That God is God, and man is but his act.
V.
Presumption first, then arrogance at last
Here comes Bucephalus with a pounding Lead man too soon to court the critic's blast
Of
pent up passion, then a world's contempt
prance,
Ne'er fails to strangle ev'ry new attempt
Which makes his rider in the saddle dance ;
With white knee breeches, high top-boots of To teach mankind what is already known,
To try to shew what has been better shown.
buff,
Therefore, friend Horace, you perceive the
Red velvet jacket, skull cap of dark stuff,
task
Body bent forward, eye glass on the nose,
A modern takes when he would wish'to bask,
Elbows a kimbo, this completes the pose.
In stronger sunlight than his muse can stand.
Of Alexander, fresh from bow-wow school,
With that swift Eaglf Ahere, so near at hand
Who, for his money, turned him out a fool.
To guard good people Mom life's silly songs,
Regard yon mountain in the human shape
His wagon seems it would his weight escape, Reward true merit where it most belongs.
It groans and trembles o'er reluctant ground, Let us descend to that sweet vernal plane
While springs ring out a mad metalic sound. And seek the beauties of the Park again ;
Leave this high summit beautified with skill,
A gem for Lucan'were he but alive,
Which justly bears the name of " Lookout
Who, for Pharsalia, could invent a drive—
Hill."
Instead ot serpent stung on Afric's sands,
He could say stuffed by Dieter's best viands
X.
This bloated monster learn-ed is in law,
While Lucan's hero learn-ed was in war.
Here let us hope our muse may better thrive,
VI.
There is a shelter by that lonely " Drive
Promenade they term it, with its leaf clad
But we must hasten, hours grow apace,
sides,
To view this Park requires rapid pace ;
This path to right will be the line of March, And o'er its course in quick succession glides
And here is what they term '' Meadow Port Team after team in almost endless chain,
Who seek the beauties of yon level plane—
Arch,"
Whose covered causeway 'neath the horse- " The Carriage Concourse" and " The East
Lake Drive,"
stamped ground,
" East Lake " and " Shelters" and at last ar
Swells a faint whisper to a hiss like sound ;
rive
While voices, pitched in ordinary tones,
To that broad roadway on the Flatbusli side,
Reverbrate and thunder on the stones.
And there distribute their swift flowing tide.
As we emerge again to open day,
Sweet scented fields spread out in fine display Ton sylvan bower and that deep alcove,
Some future time will find " A Concert
Of lawn and hillock, groves of lofty trees
Grove,"
Whose hoary tops o'er look the distant seas ;
And those upon the Lake with listning ear,
And leafy foliage ev'rywliere is seen
In fringe like borders 'round the rolling green Soft swells of mellow strains perforce must
hear.
" Long Meadow," this is termed, and surely
Music, as objects, to the distance lends
here
Enchantments such as nearness ne'er extends.
Should be a statue to a Belvidere ;
Who, on yon hill, could rest as summer pass Some sweet toned harp whose notes scarce
reach the ear,
es.
And dream himself again on Mount Parnas Oft melt the soul and 'wake the sleeping tear
Of by-gone days, of love's first fervid dream,
sus ;
Of plighted troths beneath the moon's pale
With maids for muses in their gay attire,
beam.
And eyes for orbs to set the world on fire.
A beauteous realm of nymphs in bright array Perhaps some loved one, now of other spheres,
Once swept its chords and chased away life's
Of galla costumes mingling-in croquet,
tears,
With ev'ry color, that could fancy please,
Charmed care and sorrow from anxious heart,
Of sash and ribbon waving in the breeze,
While merry laughter from young bounding Attuned a life to play a nobler part.
This sylvan recess may some tale unfold
hearts,
Of love's true courtship in the days of old,
A happy semblance to the scene imparts.
When hearts would seek some such sequester
VII.
ed spot
On yon green hillock, nestled 'mong the trees, To breathe a vow that ne'er could be forget,
How diff'rent now—a dream of but a day,
A floral arbor freights the passing breeze
Then fashion, ruin, each must have their
With many odors from its flowered vines,
sway,
While ivy green climbs up and intertwines
With roses red and white, with blue between 'Til mispent youth brin^fforth its early fruits,
Which contrast sweetly on the emerald green ; From which thesapling to the tree soon shoots ;
Here maid and lover bend their happy brows, Here then we have the cause of social wrecks,
And, doubtless, just have pledged love's ten Which strew life's seas with their dark human
specs
der vows.
There, where those peals of mirth and fun re 'Til all seem loathsome to the sickned view,
When shame fills some, and sadness fills a few
sound
Is what they call the " Childrens' Pic-Nic Life's not a failure, nor is life the cause
Of human woes,—'tis violated laws ;
Ground,"
Where goats and ponies, swings and whirli An all wise God has framed to govern man
That he may fill some space in His great plan.
gig
Are all employed and never show fatigue ;
XI.
And happy children, whose unceasing play,
Proclaim their not too frequent holiday.
A land-scape here develops to the view,
This is the " Shelter " from the sudden storm, Whose scenic changes ev'ry sense imbue
And rays of sunlight when they are too warm, With what fair nature can be made to claim
A wide piazza 'long the front extends,
When taste and beauty are the only aim.
And here are met the more mature friends.
Small streams of living water take their course
Who, while their children play, the papers To larger bodies from their parent source,
read
Embower'd in shade, through which they
And some converse and with the ladies plead
brightly gleam
To be excused, that they may have'' a smoke," As silvered pathway in a fairy dream.
But this, alas, their better halves provoke ;
And there in front a wall of light hewn stone,
Who sharply tell them, such examples here
Where broad high steps and balustrades are
Would cause the ruin of their Tomies dear ;
shown.
Then scold away and hiss out, "hateful man," With sculptured vases ranged along the top,
Hide their sweet tears behind the palm leaf From which the fusia-buds may droop and
fan.
drop.
Sorosis rules the day and pockets too.
A rose of summer, and perhaps the last,
And poor benighted husband must eschew
May here be withered by the chilling blast
What little comforts nature here may yield,
Of coming autumn, should it keep its stem,
That wives their power o'er his sex may wield. Then fall as others into sleep with them.
Are all wives angels ? Angels do not storm,
TOM MOORE.
Nor nurse a wrath to keep contention warm,
Unknown to angels in their better sphere,
" Thou art, O God, the life and light "
It would be better were more angels here.
Of all this wondrous world we see,"
Then fallen man descended from a Lord,
"
Its glow by day, its smile by night,"
To keep the peace would not become a fraud.
Are but reflections caught from Thee."
VIII.
" Where'er we turn Thy glories shine,"
" And all things fair and bright are thine."
A mount Olympus now obstructs the view,
Though Jove may not his thunders here re Thus sang the bard, whose bust before you
new,
stands,
To fright poor souls in this fair land of peace, Who swept the harp, while Erin raised her
hands,
Nor deem himself again a God of Greece.
But here's a pathway, which by slow degrees In joyLd pride, that he, her favored son.
And pleasant ascents and with perfect ease,
Could charm the world though Erin be undone
And all unconscious, with our thoughts en His gentle muse wove laurels fresh and green
chained,
To deck the brow and crown the Emerald
Queen
This lofty summit we have now attained.
And what a view this vernal lieigtli commands, With gems whose lustures flash, ascend, ex
pand,
On ev'ry side a scene spreads out, expands
In rainbow radiance o'er his native land.
Until, indeed, it meets the closing skies
And there to vision all exhausted dies.
That man may see the fairest realm of earth
Once free, yet strangled almost at her birth ;
Here at our feet a placid polished Lake,
Enslaved to foes who, through dissensions,
With Gondoliers, each in the other's wake,
cast
Winds like a serpent in among the trees,
While pleasant laughter floats upon the breeze Her at their feet and trampled on the past,
Those groups of soldiers marching on that All ! well may Erin flush with joy and pride,
plane,
With Orpheus and his lyre, at her side,
Wliisp'ring sweet music, while she bends the
Recall the glories of old Rome again ;
ear
1 hough martial strains arise and reach the ear
Their glitt'ring bayonets flash and disappear— To learn that Thomas Moore is honored here.
Whose gentle spirit seems to breath and smile
To right and left long trains of cars fly past
To Coney Island and the Ocean vast,
Through this, his image, on the poor exile,
Whose rolling billows roar a welcome song
Who fain would linger 'neath his friendly
brow
To each new influx of the gatli'ring throng.
There broad and straight the " Ocean Park To dream of home—a home no longer now.
way " runs
Let ev'ry son of Erin love the fame
To Brighton Beach alive with Brooklyn's Of Thomas Moore, their country's brightest
sons ;
name,
Who move in masses, are but dimly seen
Who in his greatness ne'er forgot to raise
As flies upon a lightly painted screen.
His thoughts to God, and give Him all the
praise.
The Ocean glistens, neath the glowing sun,
As speeding steamers pass out one by one,'
XII.
'I o distant climes beyond the surging main,
With those who never may return again.
Up these broad steps, and on this terrace stand
Those long dark outlines with a cloud-like From which spread out a'flower-garnished land
look—
Where rare exotics bloom on ev'ry side,
Are the Jersey Highlands and Sandy Hook— From white and purple to the crimson tide.
The pilgrims farewell to his native land,
Here oval mounds are clothed with azure blue
The welcome beacon to the storm-tossed band. There others glow with richer ruby hue ;

And some are white as for a wedding dressed,
With others deep in carmine tints possessed,
While here and there a varigated bed,
Where all the colors seem to blend and wed
One with the other, 'til their varied hues
The purple softens and the pink subdues.
Until all seem as one harmonious mass
Of waving colors on a see of glass ;
Whose undulations swell—then fall—then rise
As some fair bosoms heave with 'raptured
sighs.
Bright colored shadows o'er this garden glide
In quick succession, and from side to side—
First red—then white—then blue—then pink
—then green—
Then ev'ry hue and shade of tint is seen
Chasing each other in their colored flight,
And all so rapid they in mass unite.
At last, the eye is dazed with so much light
Of changing colors rushing on the sight."
Stray little rosebuds bask here in the sun,
Close up in glory when the day is done ;
Soft falling petals strew with tints the ground
Birds with sweet carols ev'ry where abound.
Smooth dark-paved walks contrast with bord
ers green,
White pebly paths connect and intervene ;
And Marble Fountains dash about their spray
Of silver water, with a fine display
Of golden droppings, as if thus to pay
Its crystal tribute to the charms of day ;
While rare perfumes enrich the sunlit air,
And all is bright as Paradise is fair.
XIII.
That fine Pavilion on the view expands,
Where men of ev'ry race may clasp their hands
In new found friendship in this land of peace,
Where former rancors must forever cease.
Here all are one, nor Greek, nor Trojan glares
In vengeful hatred on his foes' affairs ;
Nor sanguinary battles lost or won,
Nor fallen Troies burnt and left undone.
The rape of Helen by a Paris here
Could scarce invoke a nation's vengeful tear ;
Nor cause that slaughter of the valued life
Ten years gave up for Troy's dreadful strife.
Here all are one, nor class, nor race is known
Distinctive in its rights, but this alone—
That all God's creatures, whoso'er they be
Are equal born, and equally as free.
Thus this great nation draws from ev'ry clime
Those stalwart hearts, to .whom these truths
sublime,
Foreshadow safety and reward for toil ;
Freedom from famine and grim wars turmoil,
Which truths have traversed since they first
began
The whole wide world, to teach the rights of
man.
Chinese, Italian, Frank and Afric's son,
English, German, Russian and ev'ry one
Of toil, wlrat'er his clime, or race or name,
To this free land has ever equal claim.
These different races merged in one great mass,
Harmonious, as a whole, will rise and pass.
Into the future, as their offspring wed,
One with the other, until all the dead,
Of many nations, who have sought this shore ;
Are long forgotten and the name no more
Shall to the man attach, nor be his ban—
He will be known as but American.
(Concluded in Circular No. 12.)
From an Elder Brother in the Spirit
Land, who was a Graduate of Yale
College, New Haven, to his
Younger Brother on
Earth.

(Continued from Circular No 10.)
(You must wait a moment, I have exhausted
the magnetic sources of this medium too
much.)
The law called the mediumistic law is so
little comprehended, and man is so limited in
his apprehension of truth, and his under
standing is so perverted, that it would seem
to us, they misinterpret our means, and dis
trust many of our mediums, so that our best
efforts are converted into chaotic disorder ;
and often we yearn over humanity, and try
to dissuade men from yielding themselves ser
vants of unrighteous, and to cause a spirit of
love and justice to have its place in the soil
of their spirits, that these principles may
grow, and bear fruits of love and sympathy,
to the destruction of all noxious weeds that
may find root therein.
And, oh ! I would warn you to be cautious
how you give way and be led captive by little
sins or errors, for a little seed may be planted,
that will poison the surrounding atmosphere,
to the destruction of all that is beautiful in
the garden of the soul. I speak figuratively,
but when I speak of destruction, I do not
have any reference to that indestructive part
of man—his God-given soul ; but it is that
fruit which groweth in the soul, that will be
blighted in its fruition of beauty, and it is only
a matter of time ; for when the Great Hus
bandman of the Spirit, the Father Almighty,
shall come with his pruning knife, and cut off
the useless branches, which are deforming the
spirit, then you will put forth new leaves? and
the fruit will be perfected.
But why procrastinate ? Why refuse to
taste of the fruit to-day, and wait until some
great and glorious future shall unfold ? I
would say, now is the accepted time ; now is
the period when the seed time and harvest
may be enjoyed ; and he is unwise who re
fuses to labor to attain unto the fruition of his
spirit at an early moment, and waits until
some great hereafter to enjoy what he can
enjoy now. And I would have you all learn,
that the Kingdom of Heaven is within you,
and you can enjoy spiritually what are the
legitimate fruits of the spirit to-day. You need
not wait till to-morrow. It is only the slothful who wait, but the willing and obedient eat
of the fruit of the land. They enjoy peace in
its fullness, and they need not fear evil spirits
from without, when they have no affinity for
them within, and the safest way is to keep
the vessel cleansed from all impurities, and
the pure love of the father will flow like liv
ing waters in this vessel in the invigorating
of the soil of the spirit, on which the deli
cious fruits would grow ; and the world will
acknowledge, that by your fruits ye are
known ; for a good tree cannot bring forth
evil fruit, neither can an evil tree bring forth
good fruit. Covet earnestly the best gifts
and the Infinite Father of thy Spirit will
breathe upon thee life-giving power to the
subjugation of all enemies, and the harmoni
zation of all thy faculties, and when we meet
again, you will feel grateful to me for bring
ing this picture to your mind, that no man
caffbe led captive by any spirit against his
will. But a man is often led willingly cap•ive, therefore doth he err, not using* the
powers God liatli given him to choose liis
own, but led by another spirit into the by
ways of life. You must be an individual
sell hood, ignoring all control that would bear
upon you the spirit of authority, and as you
have perceived in this series of communica
tions, I have left you to choose for yourself
and, in your God-given judgment, to choose
what was truth, and what was error.
have endeavored, as far as lay in my
power to gently lead you on, step by step,
almost imperceptibly to yourself, to receive
great truths, which, had I stated them at the
commencement, would have startled you, and
you would not have received them patienfly,
but having sown my seed with a careful

hand, I feel now I am reaping from the soil
of your spirit some glorious fruit, which youi
will, when you come to spirit life, be sur
prised to see had grown on earthly ground,
for you know not of your own progression
you cannot perceive your own un foldings.
But I am reminded, in beholding the*
growth of your progressed spirit (and in this
I see an answer to your question), that spirits
do control their earthly brethren for good or
for evil.
And now, I am about to dismiss the sub
ject from further consideration, not from want
of any ideas to continue it at greater length,
but my control over the medium is becoming
painful. It worries her to communicate fur
ther at this time.
BROOKLYN SPIRITUAL SOCIETYANNUAL ELECTION OF OFFI
CERS, &c.
Secretary's Report.

Editor of Psychometric Circular :
Our Brooklyn Spiritual Society met in u
strongly representative body in upper Everett
Hall, on Thursday evening, the 6tli inst.,*and>
elected officers and an Executive Committeefor the ensuing year. The event was of more
than ordinary interest for the reason that Its
honored President, Charles R. Miller, was ex
pected to insist upon his expressed wish to re
tire from the position, and the conviction,
generally shared, that his request should at
this time be granted. Mr. Miller's journalistic
plant, the Psychometric CIRCULAR, has'grown.
under his hands so rapidly, and has opened up>
such an important field for his personal servrces in the cause of Spiritualism at large, that
his friends and co-laborers here had come tosee the propriety, aye necessity of allowing him
to retire from the immediate supervision of
the Society's affairs. To secure a successor
who would not remind us too frequently and
too unpleasantly of the loss sustained in?
President Miller's retirement, seemed a diffi
cult task, and the anxiety was not wholly past
until Thursday evening last, when Mr. H. W..
Benedict, Acting Treasurer for the Society,
consented, and was elected its President.
The meeting seemed equally fortunate in Its?
canvass, for Vice President, Mr. Fred. Haslam,
an active worker, consenting to take the po
sition. And it was, for the best of reasons-,
entirely satisfied and pleased with the accept
ance of Mr. W. II. Johnson, one of the most
earnest, genial and solid men in the ranks,
when that gentleman was voted the choice of
the Society for its Treasurer. Mr. S. W. Rus
sell was unanimously appointed Secretary.
The dominating sentiment of the meeting
was one which prompted to greater individual
efforts, a more equal and reasonable division,
of labor, and under this inspiration the fol
lowing named members were appointed an
Executive Committee for the ensuing year :
Messrs. J. R. Brown, Prof. A. T. Dean, S. D.
Haines, Jacob David, J. S. Martin, S. D.
Greene, W. J. Beard, R. W. Thompson, C. J.
Warren, David Taylor, B. F. French ; and
Capt. Berry, Brown, Haines, P. J. Hussey,
Martin, David, Brett, Furlong and Reeves.
Of this Executive Committee, subdivided
as the actual needs of the Society suggest, and
all and each working with the energy and selfsacrifice of which the retiring President gives-such notable example, very much is expected.
The meeting deemed it dutiful and proper
to put upon record the feeling so generally en
tertained for Mr. Miller, and at the request of
Mr. Benedict, Mr. Brown prepared and read
the following :
Resolved, That this meetine—representing the Brooklyn Spiritualists' Society—desires to give expression to
the feelings of respect, admiration and regard which
its members cherish for their retiring President, Mr.
Charles R. Miller, who for the past five years has so
ably and faithfully performed the duties of his office,
and with great zeal and fearlessness championed the
cause of Spiritualism in Brooklyn. And we do hereby
unite in tendering to him our thanks for his arduous
labors and uniform courtesy, while we express the hope
and feel the assurance that the Society will continue to
receive his invaluable aid in furtherance of all its im
portant interests and concerns.

8. W. R,, Pec. Sec..

Brooklyn Society, Lyceum and Confe
encc Meetings.

The B rooklyn Spiritual Society have foui
a most capable Secretary in the person of M
S. W. Russell. We copy from the Banner
Light, a portion of his report of the Societ
Lyceum t?nd Conference meetings :
On motion it was ordered that the foregoir
resolution be suitably engrossed and present!
to Mr. Miller ; also that copies be sent for pit
lication to the Banner of Light and the Ps
CIIOMETRIC CIRCULAR.

Saturday Evening Conference—In the a
sence of Chairman David, tliejConference Sfi
urday evening was presided over by Pre!
dent Benedict, and proved the pleasant ai
profitable convocation for wliicli tliese eve:
ings have become so famous locally. E
I iesident Miller made the opening addres
the prelude to a ^discourse suggested by
glance backward over five years of continued
service as President of the Brooklyn Spiritu
> ociety. Brief and pungent addresses we
made by Dr. Weeks, of New York, Mr. Dr
and Mrs. Dr. Cooley, of Brooklyn, the la
named speaker throwing a whole lap full
poetical boquets after the form of Mr. Mill
retreating from the President's chair.
Children's Progressive Lyceum—to tho
whe have a love for children and are happy
see them coming under influences which i
spire tliem with high ideals of life, ar
strengthen them for all its arduous struggle
there is no other place in Brooklyn in whit
to pass a pleasanter hour on Sunday mornii
than in the Progressive Lyceum. Under tl
^gnductorsliip of Mr. Bowen and Mrs. Bee
with, guardian, the Lyceum in Brooklyn
becoming a school which every spiritual!
minded parent must find a heart and purpoi
to aid as soon as they make themselves tho
oughly acquainted with it. One very plea
ant feature lately introduced in the exercis<
are brief exhortations, and reading of attra
t ive anecdotes by Prof. Dean—one of tho
goodly men who " keep their best affectioi
young, and a worker who throws the strong
sweet influence of his gentle spirit into evei
quarter of our spiritual vineyard without r
serve. A pic-mc session in Prospect Park
earnestly talked of for the last Sunday in Ma;
Mrs. Uyzcr's Discourses—Tho very lar^
audiences that heard Mrs. Hyzer yesterda
must have been impressed with the tliougl
that in her recent visit to border-land, wlie
we were quite uncertain about her return :
all, she gathered up an unusually large nun
her of pearls to bring back and scatter among!
us. Her theme last evening was, "The Gent
Nazarene ; His Place in History, and ITis li
lation to Us "—a picture of dazzling beautyr<
masterpiece of masterpieces, from, the inspi
ed brain of a priestess who bears, perliap
the purest, the brightest flame to ourcommo
alter of Spiritualism.

MILLER'S
The Opponent** of Pftyclioiiictry.

PSYCHOMETRIC

CIRCULAR.

feet, which crackled as she stood upon it. with gold laco ; yest of white material, you may call t

~YY liatever views or scientific discoveries I It was still further conlirmcd by critical ex white velvet, and it is heavily embroidered with——

tnay present the public, are open to criticism,
-and 1 would cheerfully meet all intelligent
and gentlemanly discussion of the matters
involved. As for that, which is quite ungentlemanly self respect would forbid my mak
ing any response. I have a decided objection
however, to being editorially assailed and
then refused the common justice of being
heard in my defense. I must therefore, ap
peal to the PSYCHOMETRIC CIRCULAR, to pub
lish my response to the attack of the Religio
Philosophic Journal, as its editor, Mr. Bundy,
lias refused to permit a reply in his own
columns, the reason for which will be suf
ficiently obvious to the reader of my reply. As
the Editor has retained my manuscript, that
which I send you from my imperfect draft,
may be imperfect, but not essentially differ
ent from the rejected article.
The controversy arises from the fact that
Mr. Bundy under the mistaken idea, that
Spiritualism would be benefitted by totally
•crushing mediums accused of deception has at
tempted to crush Mrs. Stewart, of Terre Haute,
regardless of the fact that many of the finest
materializations ever known have occurred
through her agency. As the verity of some
of her materializations was sustained by nu
merous psychometric descriptions, based on
pictures of the materialized spirits, Mr. B.,
lias assailed these pictures, assailed Psyciiom
etry, and assailed myself in a very coarse
manner, without producing a particle of evi
dence directly bearing on the question. My
reply to this attack was retained and suppress
ed. I therefore send it to the PSYCHOMETRIC
CIRCULAR, a journal, which practices no such
•unfairness, and which does not stoop to coarse
personalities. The reply is as follows :

amination and comparison with the picture
when the spirit subsequently materialized in
the same attitude and costume. No further
testimony is necessary. But the testimony is
superabundant, for other spirits who came at
the same seances, including Judge Lawrence's
wife, who repeatedly appeared, walked out
of the cabinet and talked with her husband,
testified, most emphatically, to the genuine
ness of this materialization of the Madonna,
and the truth of her picture.
There is no spiritual picture produced in
this country more authentic than this very
picture, for recognizing which you assail me
with course ridicule, and moreover if there
were no evidence from Terre Haute as to its
production, its verity is sufficiently establish
ed- by Psyciiometry—for on more than fifty
different occasions — Psychometers, without
seeing or knowing anything of it, have recog
nized in it the beautiful character and spiritu
al power of the Mother of Jesus.
The testimony of Psyciiometry is known to
be reliable by all who are sufficiently acquaint
ed with it. If you distrust it, it is simply
because, you know so little of it, and prefer
to dogmatize without being instructed.
Psyciiometry has a wider range than the tel
escope of Galileo, and you are publishing its
most marvelous illustrations weekly from the
pen of Prof. Denton, without any protest or
attempt at ridicule.
Skeptics in the time of Galileo, denied his
discoveries, and affirmed that the celestial ap
pearances were an illusion produced in the
telescope itself. Skeptics to-day repeat in
their ignorance the same kind of charges, but
the science advances in its destined course,
and all will learn in time, as its students know
to day, that it is the revelator of mundane
and super-mundane science and history, in
illustrating which truth my able friend Prof.
Denton has secured for himself a conspicuous
place in the history of American scientific dis
covery.
Prof. Denton and myself would certainly
deserve to be classed among half crazy en
thusiasts, if there was the slightest propriety
or truth in your reference to Psyciiometry as
a "hobby," a "hybrid, "liisnag," "his Rosinante' "a purely subjective creation" a scraw
ny, informed, obstinate beast," a style ot slang
which you think sufficiently respectable for
the columns of a so-called religious and phi
losophic journal.
I suppose this buffoonery was simply your
playful way of letting me know that it was
not safe to differ from yourself in a matter of
science—however little you may know about
it. The laborious cultivators of progressive
sciences, may learn from your editorials that
when the young American neophyte vaults in
to the editorial chair, he becomes at once the
supreme arbiter of all science and philosophy
to whom we must take off our hats or be pel
ted with odorous epithets.
If Spiritualism is to assume the character
of a science, its newspapers should discard all
personality, buffoonery and scurrility—treat
ing the subject in the rational and dispassion
ate manner, common to all truly scientific
journals.
Jo«. RODES BUCHANAN.

lie wears shoes with large gold bucklos. I see
diamonds, rubies, emeralds, and one large red stone
name I do not know. He wekfs a white cloth about
his neck, passing through a ring heavily set with dia
monds .
As I see this man, I take him to be about CO years
old ; he has dark eyes and hah ; long curly hair, very
heavy scaled ring on forefinger of left hand—on that
ring is a picture of a lilly. An Intelligent face not
large ; not a high forehead, but somewhat broad—broad
for the rest of the face. Under his left arm he has a
three-cornered hat, having gold all around.

liberty, and followed a line of policy, which
seated me on the throne of an Empire un
equalled in modern times. Our family did
name this "destiny." You term it "spirit
influence."
One more thought and I have done. I was
told during life by a gypsy in JBois de Bou
logne while riding there with my family, that
my son, who sat beside me, would never live
to rule France. On the following day I sent
out couriers, and, with the rest of her band,
they were captured and brought to the Palace
of the 1 uileries. In questioning the woman
upon the prophecy she made, and which
caused me great anxiety, she told me, her in
formation came from spirits of another world.
This, I did not fully beheve at the time, but
my son who is now with me, testifies to the
accuracy of the statement.
I give you these statements of facts to en
courage you in your noble work, and with
every hope for your happiness and success,
I bid vou adieu !

3
The Influence of Spirit Control upon
tlie Dully Life of Mediums.
[A Spirit Communication written for the PSYCIIOMFT-

Mrs. v'cUDinon'j0U®11

the mediul

instrumentality of

It is scarcely possible for one subject to the
control of a highly developed order of spirit
intelligences to live, other than a conscientious
and earnast life. So attractive must become
the sphere of thought, so beautiful the guid
ing love and watchfulness of the guardian
band, that both lives must become interHe will speak in the first person :
blended as it were, the one giving of its
I am Louis 14th, of France, who was known
bounty, the other seeking for that, which
during lifetime as Louis the Great, named so,
companionship
with the good must make a
not so much for military achievements as for
necessity of its existence.
the prosperous and happy condition to which
1 brought the French people during my mem
Do we not find in earth life the blending of
orable reign. I would not have yon suppose
this same companionship, the emulating of
from this, that I have come here this evening
good and elevating thoughts, the quick and
to sound my own praise, but I have made the
NAPOLEON III. ready response to those aspirations we find in
statement simply to establish my identity. I,
our intercourse with those who lead us by
of course, take no praise to myself in those
their superior and elevating influence ? How
THE DOUBLE,
regards, but was simply the creature of cir
we strive to reach up to their altitude of
cumstances, over which I had no earthly con
thought and life. Oh ! this boon of love, this
Communications Called Out by Dr.
trol.
Cooper's Article.
privilege that brings us within the pale of
Now for the matter in hand. During my
God s divinity, this it is that shows us we are
life time, there was a prisoner of state confined BROTHER MILLER :
a part of his great soulful being, his measure
I send this experiment and experience of less beneficence.
in the shadow of death, and it was said
that liis only fault was his strong resemblance mine to comply with the request made in a
Small and cramped must lie the soul that
to _ myself. It lias been asserted that this communication in CIRCULAR NO. 10 from finds not happiness in sympathy with either
prisoner was my own brother, and on this James Cooper, M. D., Bellefontaine, Ohio., brother or sister, in their struggle to reach up
point historians have differed. Now, my very in which he says :
higher, to aim at goodness, and not be con- I am in hopes to call out similar experiences tent, unless that highest pinnacle be at
good friend, since your interesting journal is
now
on
the
subject,
"
Can,
or
does
the
Spirit
tained.
to have a circulation among the descendents
of the people I have ruled, I would, through ever leave the body," under discussion.
. We often pause in our life work of impres
About
four
years
ago,
Spiritual
meetings
you, once for all, set this matter at rest. The
sing our thoughts upon those susceptible to
were
held
regularly
on
Sundays,
in
Eagle
person confined, as above stated, was not only
tins form of influence, and dwell with loving
not a brother, but not even a Frenchman, Hall, Boston, and were participated in by sev tenderness upon the struggling spirit, seeking
eral
mediums,
they
giving
tests
from
the
lie was an Italian by birth, and belonged to a
to emancipate itself, that it may soar with
society of regicides, who held their meetings platform, conspicuous among them was Mrs. us to those realms of which we can sav so
J
at Florence, Italy. This party of the Iron M. J. Folsom, who clairvoyantly saw me in much.
Mask (for I may as well name it so now, in Eagle Hall, gave a minute description of me
1 oor tired humanity, beating against the
order that the minds of your readers may be and my name. At that time, I was in Somer bars of its prison house, some gilded with the
made familiar with his character) was appre ville, two miles and more away, sitting in the false gbtter of artificial life, others sodden
hended in Paris, in the act ef plotting the de Universalist Church. I will simply state the and cold, dark with the gloom of error, yet
u s a s w e l l a s t o t h e G r e a t a n d
struction of my life. He was immediately facts as they occured.
i ^ r
Previous to this, much had been said in the TT
Holy Father of all men.
conveyed to the prison heretofore named, and
which was our prison of state, and there an papers about J. Frank Baxter, somewhere in
We pity, we fain would break the fetters,
iron mask was placed on him, so that visitors N. H., if I remember rightly; in giving and let all soar beyond into infinitude, but the
would not see the features of one, who en tests from the platform he had given a descrip power is not ours. The wish to do, tlie heartPSYCIIOMETRY DEFENDED.
deavored to deprive them of a man, that they tion of a colored man and his name, that af lelt endeavor to relieve humanity is alone
T
2 o the Editor of the It. P. Journal:
not only revered as a sovereign, but loved as terward proved to be in the form, much was ours ; fartlier than that, we have no power
a friend. I think I can safely say this, for I said about fraud, &c.
and must abide with patience and unswerving
As you have given three columns to a vig
I thought to myself, isn't it possible for per endeavor, until in His own time, the fetters
have frequently mingled with the people of
orous and satirical attempt to impeach my
sons
in
the
form,
under
proper
conditions,
to
France, have been recognized by them, have
are broken, and the spirit, like the free bird
•statements (with about as much courtesy as
equalized ourselves together, and enjoyed make themselves seen at a distance from the takes it course up and beyond, away from
.the "blustering lawyer" shows to an incon
body,
at
least
by
a
clairvoyant
?
each other's society to the fullest extent.
all that held it back. So do we stand with
venient witness), I trust you have sufficient
I determined to test the matter when a fa love and patience, by the side of those through
It has, also, been said that my court was a
self-reliance and confidence in the truth of your
vorable
opportunity
presented
itself.
corrupt one, but, my best of friends do not for
whom we wish to give words of truth, that
position, not to hesitate in giving me a single
I was in the habit of attending tlie meetings may benefit all to whom they come. So do
get that my court drew the treasures of the
column, or more to reply to your very ingeni
in
Eagle
Hall,
with
a
lady
friend
at
the
time
past, through the Dark Ages fostered them, en
Ave come in nearness to sister or brother,
ous, but not very fair criticism.
couraged my people to familiarize themselves I refer to.
whom we see able and willing to aid us in the
Without reciprocating your ridicule (for it
On
this
particular
Sunday,
I
left
her
and
with them ; and really recommenced the arts,
Perfor niance of this good and noble work.
•seems to be the exclusive privilege of the edi
the sciences, the literature, and, in fact, all said, I Avill go to Somerville and see some
There are many who possess the gift of
torial host to satirize his guests;, I would ap
friends;
she
went
to
Eagle
Hall,
as
usual.
those
harmonizing
influences
and
elements,
spiiit
utterances ; there are many who pos
peal dispassionately to the facts, which you
On
my
way
to
Somerville,
1
met
a
friend,
which
go
to
constitute
a
polite
and
refined
sess
the gift of spirit impression, and to all
so skilfully involve in a cloud of dust and
people—recommenced at a point where they she asked me to go to church with her, I went, such, Ave say, neglect not your gifts, but pray
buffoonery.
took a seat in the body of the house, while to the Father that they may grow and expand,
ceased at the fall of the Roman Empire.
You refer to certain fraudulent pictures,
It was my especial injunction to men of she took a seat with the choir. While the that you may become strong in your gift,
especially those palmed upon Mr. Edwards,
learning around me, particularly the priests choir were singing, I looked up at the clock bringing enlightenment where it is needed,
and detected by my sagacious friend, Mrs.
under the direction of my cardinal, to dissem and saw it was fifteen minutes past eleven thus making your own lives brighter, your
Saxon, as if that matter had any relevancy
inate among all classes of people, the knowl o'clock.
own faith stronger, your life-work more com
whatever. I have never defended any fraudu 1 LIVINGSTON PLACE, NEW YORK.
This thought came to me: this is just about plete. None can be the companion of angels,
edge we drew from the past. I say all of
lent pictures, or believed in their truth, and
P. S.—In addition to the foregoing some this, not merely because it is a matter of fact, the time Mrs. Folsom is giving tests in Eagle without becoming like them in endeavor, in
although not so merciless in denunciation, I
claim to be at least as skilful as yourself in the what personal attack, the R. P. Journal dis but in vindication of the court that has been Hall. I then thought I will try and go to aspiration, in self-immolation.
YV hy was it the gentle Nazarene never fal
detection of frauds. It is about thirty years played its abundance of misinformation and falsely named by historians, the '' Corrupt Eagle Hall and see if I can be recognized by
her. The music was sweet, and on it I seemed tered ; Avliy was it he was able to give utter
since I brought upon myself some vigorous carelessness of assertion by stating that a pro Court of Louis the Great."
to
float
out,
and
for
a
time
I
was
unconcious
fessorship
of
magnetic
therapeutics
had
been
A few words more, amLJ.have done. Con
ance to the beautiful and ennobling truths he
denunciation by exposing frauds which were
eagerly accepted by Spiritualists in Cincin established in the United States Medical Col tinue in your work of bringing the truths of of anything in or about the church; when did ; because he was led by a band of strong
the
music
ceased
I
came
to
myself
again.
I
lege
of
New
York,
and
that
this
was
a
won
Spiritualism before the public, and particularly
and highly developed spirit influence who
nati, and if I chose I could mention at this
time certain flaws of fraud in certain medium- derful step in advance, as no other medical before the masses, and you will succeed be got interested in the sermon and thought no never left him ; ever at his side tliey sus
more
about
it;
after
services
were
over,
I
re
college
had
ever
done
anthing
like
it.
This
yond anything you may be able to conceive
tained, and by their power was he led, and in
ship which, with all your sharpness, you have
statement I corrected, and the journal publish of. And for this reason, that people would turned to the city, and on my way up Wash his martyrdom they stood beside him, giving
failed to detect.
ington
street,
I
met
the
friend
I
had
left
about
ed
the
major
part
of
my
communication.
rather believe that their friends, who have
him the power to bear all the suffering of his
But it is not my policy, and it is not in ac
The truth is that the introduction of mag gone before are not burning in unquenchable three hours before, and she says, are you death upon the cross. Think of this, my sis
cordance with religious principle, to resist
alive
?
Yes,
why
not.
I
was
badly
frighten
netic
therapeutics
into
medical
schools,
was
fire, that they will not be subjected to eternal
ters and brothers ; never let your courage
fraud by lashing the mediums, whose very
mediumistic constitution renders them liable accomplished by myself alone against consid torture, but on the contrary, when life's work ed in the hall when Mrs. Folsom was giving fail; never let your spirit falter, be steadtests.
She
said
"there
is
a
man
standing
here,
erable
opposition.
I
taught
it
in
1846,
when
is
done,
and
the
pangs
of
death
strike
down
fast
and true, witli unwavering faitli in your
to error. Mediums should be treated as our
children, and protected from misleading influ we founded the parent school of American the mortal frame, they will then meet on this then she gave a minute description of you. spirit guides, tread the path of martyrdom, if
ences—shielded from temptation and obses Eclecticism at Cincinnati, and have been beautiful shore, the loved ones who stand He says his name is Frank Howard, I thought needs be, that you may reach those heights
teaching it as a portion of Anthropology in ready to greet them. On this shore there is some accident had befallen you, and you had Avhere your greeting will be "Well done
sion.
cluding the Psychometric diagnosis of disease no night, the very ether in which we exsit is passed over."
thou good and faithful servant."
I was coming to see if I could learn of you,
since 1877, in the Eclectic Medical College of luminous and appears a part of ourselves, so
" Teach me to feel another's woe,
February 13tli, 1881.
To hide the fault I see,"
New York. The Faculty of the U. S. Medi that our joys on this shore blend as it were now this experiment made it satisfactory to
MRS. Y. J. DILLON.
my mind, that individuals can, under certain
cal College as a body are not friendly to spir
Is the language of the "Universal Prayer," and itualism, and know very little of Magnetic with all the surroundings.
[Something more was said, but our manu conditions, will themselves into the presence
it is a virtuous sentiment, but should not be Therapeutics—they have not yet taught any
THE CIRCULAR WELCOMED IN
of others at a distance from the body.
allowed to interfere with the demands of phi thing of that character, and they know notli script is blurred and obscure, and we omit a
CALIFORNIA.
I am glad this questions has been brought
lengthy
paragraph.]—
ED.
lanthropic justice—vindictive justice should ing of Sarcognomy, which is the scientific
before the public; it is one I am deeply inter
I
will
now
bid
you
a
very
good
evening.
COLUMBIA,
CAL., May lltli, 1881.
not come into the sphere of Spiritualism ; it basis of Magnetic Therapeutics. If they are
ested in, and hope it will not be allowed to MR. C. R. MILLER :
Louis.
belongs to the old Church and the old style of willing to be counted nominally in behalf of
rest until it has been thoroughly discussed.
thought, which religious spiritualism super a cause they have not befriended, it shows
Dear Friend.—I inclose one dollar, &c. I
FRANK HOWARD.
sedes. If, then, I am silent in reference to the growing popularity of that cause.
Napoleon III.
very much wish I had some extra back copies
Salado, Bell Co. Texas.
any frauds, it does not prove that I am uncon
of CIRCULAR to send to persons who are me
Now we have a party here who is about five feet eight
scious of their existence. If I have not endors
diums for the Ancient Spirits. I don't think
inches in height. Brown hair, cut close, heavy brown
SPENCER, MASS., May8tli, 1881.
ed or seen, or mentioned in any way, the Spirit Communications tlirougli tine moustache, comes out straight as if waxed ; grey eyes, BROTHER MILLER :
you fully understand the importance of the
Medial Instrumentality of Mr. George
fraudulent pictures given to Mr. Edwards,
work you are doing Avitli your paper. I in
and prominet Roman nose. High forehead, oblong
I have just read Dr. James Cooper's tend to take the ART CIRCULAR (Gallery of
Cole.
concerning which there was no such testimo
face, and has a long body, and limbs—rather short for
ny as concerning the pictures given to Judge
The three following communications were the body. He wears a blue frock-coat, with a red and communication to your CIRCULAR respecting Spiiit Art). I have long been told of the time
Lawrence, it was surely unfair and unwar
what is called the Double. And as he is hop coming, and I know you are opening the most
ranted in you to say that I could have endors spoken through the Cole Medium, the first in gold collar. He has on his left breast something like
important door—your paper will soon betaken
and ribbons, and the ing that it may call out similar experiences, I
ed them. It is the reverse of truth. When December last, and the two latter in January a Maltese cross, in a
by those who have taken the
, and that
cross
is
all
set
with
very
fine
jewells—diamonds.
thought I would send to you one of mine.
the photographic copy of an engraving was following. The Spirit messages were report
paper will seem like milk and water to a mul
lie wears red pantaloons, gold cord on the side ;
issued by Mrs. Stewart as a picture of Jesus,
titude, who have grown up to understand your
THE DOUBLE.
I recognized it as a copy of an engraving ed by us, as the words were spoken by the carries in his left hand a red cap, with straight peak,
In
the
year
of
1864,
I was living in the paper, and that science of all sciences, Psy
medium.
among my friends, and not as a picture of a
and the crown of the cap is small in proportion to the
town of Brookfield, Worcester County, ciiometry.
rim. Very dressy looking cap. He wears white kid
materialization.
Judge Vanderbilt.
There has been given to me a constitution
Mass., and as in the case of Dr. Cooper, I
Here is a very tall man, very singular looking. Al gloves.
In you ^entire three columns you have mere
Avas in bed asleep at the time; sometime in the for a Group Home. It seems to be wise, and
This man is both a soldier and statesman, but more night I was out of my earthly body, I saw my I am told that the first Group Home will be
ly evaded the question at issue by referring most a round face, gray eyes and smooth face. Though
to totally irrelevant facts, by ridiculing Dr. young in appearance he has gray hair cut close, and he of a statesman than soldier, by reason ot his having body on the bed, and at the same time, my established in Los Angelo County, California,
Buchanan, and by giving your gratuitous has a deliberate way of talking ; his voice was not son no sword. He carries a roll of paper in his hand. The spirit was standing at the fooL of my earthly I do wish you Avould subject this writing to
opinion that he would endorse a fraudulent orous, tended to a female voice. I should think from heading of this paper is ITALY. He will explain it in body looking at it. But the real me was a Mrs. Decker, and see what Psyciiometry says
picture, without the slightest evidence that what I see about the man that he was a lawyer. I see his
spirit outside of my earthly frame. I saw it to it.
Kindly and Truly Yours,
COMMUNICATION.
he has ever done so. Such discussions are not papers, packages, &c. This man has been dead but a
laying on the bed, and I was conscious out
arguments, but coarse personalities.
ELIZA JANE HALL.
few years, but out of business. I see a deed 1850, and
Tlie paper that I hold in my hand refers to side of it. As I was thinking of it, I saw my
Your only apparent attempt to meet the another paper 1857—1860—1865—last paper is like a Italy, that is to say : The people and policy spirit sister who past over the river when she
question and sustain your accusation that I statement dated 1866 ; this is the last paper that there by which I won the battle of Solferino re Avas twelve years and six months old ; she Condemnation of Restrictive and Hos
have endorsed Psychometrically, fraudulent is.
tile Legislation Against Healing
mains to-day as it was twenty years ago. I was dressed in pure white, she was at the
pictures, was in your claim that you " could
wish to say by this, that I was the cause of time on the outside of the house, and motion
Hediums.
Now the spirit speaks, he says :
give the inside history of the pictures of Je
ed
to
me
to
come
to
her.
As
I
did
so,
she
I appear before you this evening for the the destruction of the power of the Pope went to my mother's bed, and with her right
At
the
annual
meeting
of the Eelctric Medi
sus. and Mary, his mother, and other ancient
Pius IX. This is all that I wish to say in
spirits, hut it is unnescesary." That would re purpose of revisiting old scenes again. It French for the present. I would like better hand gave three raps on the bed. It was not cal Society of the State of New York, recently
may
lead
to
my
identification
in
your
mind
ally have been pertinent, but that you failed
to communicate in English, because y®u can long after this that my mother was taken sick held at the State Capital, the following reso
to do, and substituted your unfriendly and by stating that I was a member of the largest better understand me. (The preceding para and came very near passing over, but she is
lution was unanimously adopted:
law
firm
in
Brooklyn
in
its
time.
One
mem
unwarranted hypothesis that Dr. Buchanan
graph was spoken first in the French langu on this side to-day.
would do something silly if he had the op ber of the firm became a member of Congress, age and then repeated in English.) C. 11. M.
I would say that I Avas born a medium, for
Resolved, That the Eclectric Medical Society
portunity. Such an evasion is equivalent to and minister to Europe, another member of
To set all doubt at rest, I am Napoleon III, I saw and heard strange things before the of the State of New York, deprecates and dis
the
firm
became
a
Justice
of
the
Court
of
Ap
a confession that your position is indefensi
Rochester manifestations, and, therefore, avows the legislation and attempts in this and
peals. I myself was County J udge, and was and my purpose here this evening is to add have
been a spiritualist all my life.
other States to procure enactments to regu
ble.
said to have been the youngest County Judge my testimony to that of the many who have
Fraternally yours,
late the practice of medine as partial and one
The only picture of Jesus which has been ever elected to that position.
preceded me. In our family, (both in earthsided in purpose, opposed to the spirit and
AMASA HARRINGTON.
circulated from Terre Haute was a copy of an
In my latter days I was an invalid, and life and spirit-land) what you term Spiritual
I do love the CIRCULAR.
letter of the Federal Constitution, anti-repub
engraving which was recognized as such by this was brought about by a prostration of the ism is not only believed in, but fostered and
lican in principle, without any Avarrant Avhatevery one whose practical sagacity was not nervous system, and caused by the accumula nurtured. If you will consult the history of
ever in any public necessity beyond the grati
AMSDEN, WINDSOR, CO., VERMONT,
ewamped in credulity. There is no inside his tion of troubles and disappointments. But of my life, yon will find that, during my con
fication of a medical saction, and as degrad
May 6th, 1881.
tory to that, for its history is well known.
course you will understand that I left my en- finement at Ilanmie, I made utterances,
ing the art and prrctice of healing from a
The imperfect tin-type taken from the spirit febled body with you, and I am here in the which procured me the reputation of being BROTHER MILLER :
form was a failure, and was never published, pristine vigor of manly health.
insane. I was found, on several occasions to
Tlie CIRCULAR came to hand freighted with laudable and scientific profession to the low
level of a trade union combination.
for it was almost invisible. That failure was
Now I would say this, should you need hold converse with people unseen by jailois. a whole cargo of good things. No truer
sent to me, and was recognized as a picture council and advise you have but to think of At first this led to the belief that I was in cor words Avere spoken than the utterance of Mrs.
The advocates of restrictive and persecut
from a spirit form, lou have no inside his JOHN VANDETBILT, and I will so impress respondence with outside conspirators, who Hyzer. Psyciiometry is tlie highest known ing legislation, against our healing mediums,
made
their
way
there,
in
some
manner
un
tory of that. And as to the photograph of your mind without the aid of a medium, that
force. I Avas much, very much interested in
Marv the statuesque picture, I repeat that you will act right in every respect, and make known to the keeper of the prison. This had the article by Dr. James Cooper, on " The is sternly rebuked by this action of the Eclec
the
effect
of
having
a
watch
on
nm
that
I
there is sufficient evidence in the testimony of no legal mistakes whatever. There is one
Double," as I had an experience of that kind, tric Medical Society of the State of New York.
Tudfi-e Lawrence and others, to establish its condition necessary, however, and that con knew nothing of, and, in course of time, it last night.
The Eclectric Medical Society embraces many
I received a letter from Maine saying, "dear
genuineness in a court of law, which testimo dition is that you will always think what is became spread over Europe, that, through
of the most learned and skillful physicians
ny you have not met. If you ever attempt to best to be done, and, at that period, I will confinement I. had lost my mind, and was friend, don't'let the CIRCULAR go to the press
refute it I shall be ready to weigh the ev impress your mind (so that you will know talking to myself in a manner that those in without an article from your pen, as we knoAv (of all schools of practice) in the State. They
the incidents you speak of are not wo\ren declare that this restrictive legislation is un
i^fairlv At the present time there is no what it will be best to do, and that do with watcli upon me could not understand.
dence fa >•
knowledge which is sufficient
Who think you, these were ? Do you im from fancy."
constitutional, anti-republican, and degrading
out fear.
I think were it not for such and a strong
agine that he who afterward became Emperor
Slmp^ch.™ genutonis, and I do not boJOHN VANDERBILT.
of the French, could so far have lost his impelling power and that I love to write, to the medical profession. Allr honor to the
Ueve you have such evidence. I accept your
mind, as to talk only for the sake of hearing I should never give an article to the public. ECLECTICS for their timely AA arning against
Louis tlic 14tli.
C°jidgfLaw?efn?e°tltifiesythatTie sawtae
his own voice ? No, my good friends, one of The suggestions by Warren Boynton's guides the efforts of the Old School doctors to make
This is a man of medium neight. long curly hair, these with whom I spoke was my uncle, Na " Give plenty of room to rabid dogs," is a monopoly of medical practice, by discrimin
Se X.S", spirit form* "Sat iUs a Mtt and crimson velvet breeches, buckled at the knee, gold poleon I. There were others, and many oth Avorthy of notice.
ating legislation, against their more success-'
Respectfully,
stripes down on. either side. He wears a long crim ers, but one name is sufficient. It was through
ful competitors and rivals.
MRS. S. A. JESMER.
son velvet coat, with long lapels to pockets trimmed his council, and direction that I obtained my
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The three first columns of editorial matter on this
page, were prepared for CIRCULAR No. 10, but were
unavoidably excluded from that issue to make room for
the Anniversary Exercises of the Brooklyn Spiritual
Society.
Psycliometry and the Harmonial Plilloso pliers.

The Harmonial Philosophy is a distinct
school of thought, which has grown up with
Spiritualism attaching itself so firmly to it
that many of its disciples have regarded it as
the outgrowth or ultimate, to which the
Spiritual Phenomena was to beheld insubor
dination. So enamored was Mr. A. J. Davis
with tlie idea of subordinating Spiritualism to
the Harmonial Philosophy, or rather so dom
inating was his conviction that limitations
should be placed on Spirit Manifestation, that,
some three or four years since, he came out as
the champion of the Harmonial Philosophy
as a distinct school of thought, which its ad
vocate and author regarded as so much su
perior to Spiritualism that a " new departure "
—a secession from the Spiritual ranks—was
deemed necessary, that the former by contrast,
and independent association, might compete
with, and supercede the latter.
Contemporary, or nearly so, with Mr.
Davis' "New Departure" movement, Psycliometry obtruded itself upon public atten
tion, making most important, and most
unequivocal declarations in favor of the
genuineness of certain spirit manifestations,
(which the Harmonial Philosophers had dis
credited,) and pronouncing against Mr. Davis'
theories of limitations upon spirit manifesta
tions. This was conspicuously the case in
reference to the psychometric "readings"
which we had caused to be published, com
pletely vindicating the Terre Haute mediums
—Mrs. Stewart and Miss Morgan—and the
Philadelphia medium, Alfred James.
Mr. Davis' answer to the complete vindica
tion, which Psycliometry gave to these me
diums, was that it was "Diabolical Spirit
ualism." Though there was neither truth or
relevancy in the Davis' answer, yet as Psy
cliometry (through a dozen of its best instru
ments) antagonized the theories of the Har
monial Philosophers, assailed them in tfie
very citadal of their power—anti-phenominalism—they were bound to make the best
possible defence. Mr. D. being a ready and
experienced controversialist, we do him the
credit of believing that his "Diabolical
Spiritualism," argument irrelevant, and incon
sequential as it was, was the very best answer
that he could give, or that the case admitted
of.
Not only in the special cases named—Mrs.
• Stewart, Miss Morgan and Mr. James—did
Psycliometry vindicate the mediums, and re
buke their assailants, but the important dis
closures that are coming through the psycho
metric interpretation of spirit-writing, antagnizes—cut up root and branch—the anti
phenominal theories of the Harmonial Philos
opliers, leaving Spiritualism not only un
harmed, hut rather strengthened than weak
ened, by Mr. Davis' "New Departure" or
.secession movement,
Tlie Circular's Relations to and with Its
Correspondents.

All communications that may appear in
CIRCULAR, with the signatures of the writers,
they alone are responsible for. As a journal
ist, no less than as a man, we hold ourself
hound by a paramount obligation to the cause
of Truth, and, as Truth is many sided, and
can only live in the atmosphere of free and
fearless inquiry, we shall, on all questions of
public concern, give place and a hearing, not
only to affirmation, hut to negation ; not only
to assertion and assent, hut to questioning and

THE MIND AND MATTER SCHOOL
OF THOUGHT-ITS SELF IM
POSED LIMITATIONS.
(A State of Belltgerancy, as declared by
Geu. Roberts between Mind and
Matter and Circular.)

The climax of discontent with the PSY
CHOMETRIC CIRCULAR on the part of our
Philadelphia contemporary, seems to have
been reached, for in its issue of April 9th,
Gen. Roberts assumes that "an issue is un
avoidable." Speaking of us, Mind and Mat
ter says : "It is no pleasant thing to have to
speak Jiarshly or unkindly of one who
we would so much, like to honor and respect,
but duty, and not desire is the order of tlie day
to us." Well Bro. Roberts, we dont insist upon
your speaking "harshly" or "unkindly" of
us, nor, on the other hand, do we object to
your doing so, if a sense of duty, or a sense of
anything else, leads you in that direction.
What think our readers, is the CIRCULAR'S
latest offenceagainst the "peace and dignity"
of Mind and Matter f We are not accused of
using harsh or unkind language —we have never
robbed a hen roost—we are always careful not
to step on other peoples toes—what then is
our offense, in consequence of which Gen.
Roberts declares that a state of belligerancy
exists between Mind and Matter and CIRCU
LAR? We will allow Gen. R. to state his
own grievances :
"We cannot overlook the prominence which
lie gives in his last issue of the Circular, to
the slanderous misrepresentations of Mrs.
Cora A. Syme, in relation to ourself and Mr.
Alfred James. Under the pretence that she
was competent to explain the phenomena of
spirit materialization, Mrs. Syme has joined
Mr. Miller, Wm. R Tice and Col. John C.
Bundy, in seeking to destroy the usefulness
of Mr. James as a medium, and ourselves as
the editor of a Spiritual journal."
We doubt whether, in a single paragraph,
the qualities of audacity, impertinence and
assumption, ever made a more conspicuous or
more discreditable display of themselves.
" We cannot," says his high mightiness,
" overlook the prominence which he gives in
his last issue of the CIRCULAR" to a commu
nication from Mrs. Cora A. Syme. In other
words, Gen. Roberts assumes the prerogatives
and the editorial censorship and management
of the CIRCULAR as well as his own paper.
Stand on your own ground, Gen. Roberts,
and we shall never interfere with your rights
as an independent editor, nor will we allow you
to interfere with ours.
Verily " On what meat does this, our Caesar
feed," that he dare come between us and our
correspondents, dictating the exclusion of
this or that communication ? So far as the
Syme communication is concerned, and our
unpardonable offence in publishing the same
our readers know that it was a candid and in
telligent discussion of purely public matters,
only referring to individuals as they were re
lated to the topics of public concern that the
writer was discussing.
Mind and Matter accuses our Philadelphia
correspondent of writing "under the pretence
that she was competent to explain the phenom
ena of spirit materialization." It is unneces
sary for us to say to those who have read
Mrs. Syme's communication, which appeared
in CIRCULAR, NO. 9, that there is nothing in
it to warrant the mean insinuation that our
correspondent is a pretender, or that she is
assuming a competency she does not possess in
writing on the subject of "Spirit Materiali
zation." Neither in the communication in
question, or in any of Mrs. Syme's writings,
have we seen any evidence that this brilliant
and able writer belongs to that school of
controversalists (of which Mind and Matter is
the most conspicuous representative), the
cliiefest distinctions of which are their sub
lime disregard of facts—their dogiantic and
assumptive tone towards opponents, and their
reckless disregard of the rights of those en
tertaining opposing views.
As to Mrs.
Syme's right to speak, on tlie subject of ma
terialization, without first asking Gen. Rob
ert's permission, and whether or not she is
"competent to explain the phenomena of
spii'it materialization," the public will soon
have the opportunity to judge, as a most im
portant article from her pen will appear in
CIRCULAR, No. 11, on the subject of "Alfred
James' Mediumship, and the Materializing
Phenomena as related to that Medium."
In giving a place in the CIRCULAR to Mrs.
Syme's communication, we acted as all inde
pendent and honest editors should act. Our
motto is FREE SPEECH AND A FREE PRESS.
We will allow both sides, and all sides, of
every contested question to be discussed in
our columns ; and we will allow no man—not
even the belligerent editor of Mind and Mat
ter—to dictate to us what topics shall be dis
cussed. All that we demand of our corres
pondents is, that they shall bring to tlie dis
cussion of the topics about which they write,
a good degree of intelligence, and that they
shall not transcend the courtesies of debate.
Our Philadelphia contemporary knows, as
well as we do, that correspondents who write
under their own signatures, are alone respon
sible for their communications ; and only by
those who recognise tlie editorial position to
be that of a petty dictatorship, will the edi
tor be held responsible for the views of his
correspondents.
Gen. Roberts' statement that we have joined
Mrs. Syme, or any one else, "in seeking to
destroy the usefulness of Mr. James as a me
dium and ourselves as the Editor of a Spiritual
journal," would he too ludicrous for comment,
were it not for the persistent and reckless
perversions of truth, which accompany the
statement.
Having many purposes in common with
Mind and Matter, and desiring " to live in
peace with all men, especially those of the
household of faith," wo wrote an article, de
signed for the March number of tlie CIRCU
LAU, under the heading which we retain for
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this article, deprecating the controversy, es
pecially the personal phases of it, to which
the warrior editor of Mind and Matter is, on
frequent occasions, inviting us. Since, how
ever, the appearance of the article of April
9th, we have somewhat changed our views
of the proper relations between the CIRCULAR,
and its assailant and traducer. Through cor
respondents in different portions of the coun
try we are informed that Mind and Matter s
persistent misrepresentations of the CIRCU
LAR and its position, are creating wrong and
injurious impressions, which, we now see,
that justice to tlie cause we advocate, no less
than our own self-respect, demand that we
should correct.
We, therefore, recognize the fact that a
state of beligerency exists, by the act of the
editor of Mind and Matter, between that
journal and the CIRCULAR. We, also, give
notice that we claim for ourself, and will
concede to our opponent belligerent rights,
which are well summarized in the declara
tion : "ENEMIES IN WAR, IN PEACE
FRIENDS."
Fsycliometrlzatloii of tlie Manuscript
Copy of tlie Prospect Park. Poem.

We have never known Psycliometry to
fail, when its powers were tested, by and
through a superior Psychornetrist.
On Wednesday last, Mrs. E. Mills (431
Graham Avenue), beiore the Pliceniz Hall
Conference, and in the presence of a large
audience, psychometrized the manuscript
copy (folded so that no writing could be seen)
of the PROSPECT PARK POEM, written by the
Cole medium.
Mrs. Mill's Psycliometrlzatlon of the
Prospect Park Poem.

"Oh! how deep in thought I go. What
depth of thought ? I am to have a scene.
This was given by a spirit through a mortal.
So many spirits are gathered around this. I
don't know why, but I feel a diffidence. Now
I have presented to my view such beautiful
scenery, a group of islands, mountains, hills.
I see a stream of water ; hills and valleys,
they are so beautiful.
'' This conies to this sphere through a me
dium. There are four distinct nationalities.
I cannot interpret the language. It has been
repeated in the English through the medium.
Oh ! with what force I am swayed ? That is
all I get."
Nothing could be more accurate than this
"reading" of Mrs. Mills. The diversified
surface and scenery of Prospect Park is ad
mirably described by " bills, mountains,
valleys, islands and streams of water." The
spiritual source of the poem is recognized and
stated.
The language, which Mrs. Mills
" could not interpret" is the Latin, which, as
she truly states, "has been repeated in the
English through the medium."
Spiritualists, to tlie Rescue.

We have just received the following tele
graphic announcement to the New York
Ilerald from England :
"LONDON, April 12, 1881.
" The jury in the case of Mrs. Susan Willis
Fletcher, tlie pretended Spiritualist, after
being absent an hour and a half, returned
with a verdict of guilty. Tlie judge sen
tenced Mrs. Fletcher to twelve month's im
prisonment, with hard labor."
Our feelings do not admit of expression in
words at this damnable outrage on justice,
law and common sense. It would not have
been possible, even among tlie most savage
and barbarous pagans. Yet, in London, the
metropolis of Christian civilization, there are
judges and juries who are so lost to all sense
of honest manhood, as to become the perse
cutors of an innocent and unoffending woman,
upon the testimouy of such depraved cattle
as were used by the prosecution as witnesses
against her. That conviction is no dishonor
to Mrs. Fletcher, but it is dishonor to the
British nation that nothing but the prompt
release of this noble, fearless and faithful
medium can wipe out. Let Spiritualists eve
rywhere send to us for blank petitions to
Queen Victoria, to be circulated and signed
by all lovers of justice, protesting against the
persecution of Mrs. Fletcher, and asking for
her full and unqualified release. Let no time
be lost ; act at once.—Mind and Matter.
We are wholly in accord with Mind and
Matter in its demands for justice for Mrs.
Fletcher, now under sentence of "twelve
months imprisonment, with hard labor," for
no other offence than the exercise of her mediumistic gifts.
And, while the British
Executive, is being appealed to, for the
reversal of this iniquitious sentence against
Mrs. Fletcher, let the President of the United
States be petitioned, asking that through our
minister in London the inquiry he set on foot
to ascertain the extent to which the rights of
American citizens, temporarily residing in
Great Britain, are imperiled by Mrs.Fletcher's
imprisonment.
The treatment of Dr. Slade, some three or
four years ago by the British authorities, fol
lowed up, as it now is by a similar, though
somewhat more aggravated outrage upon M rs.
Fletcher, demands, on the part of Spirit
ualists a vigilant watchfulness and oversight
for the protection of all, who, like Mrs.
Fletcher, are assailed and persecuted for the
exercise of their natural, inalienable and
God-given rights.
Tlie Junction of Tliree Forces—Spirit
ualistic Advance.

So important are the Anniversary Proceed
ings of the BROOKLYN SPIRITUAL SOCIETY,
that, not only do we surrender to them the
requisite space in our regular edition, No.
10 ; but, for local distribution, we have issued
an EXTRA.
Though the PSYCHOMETRIC CIRCULAR was
called into existence for a specific purpose,
we shall not overlook or ignore our obliga
tions to the cause of Spiritualism, as that
cause is represented by tlie Spiritual Societies
of this and neighboring cities.
Tlie Spiritualistic advance, resulting from an
aroused, and a more enlightened public
opinion, (and now foreshadowed and inevit
able,) can only be sustained by the junction
of the tlireo forces, Mediumship and the
Spirit Circle, the Press and the Rostrum.
How grandly these forces have met and
blended, will be seen and realized by all who
read the Brooklyn Society's Thirty-third An
niversary Celebration.

Wliat I Would Do.
[The following article from the pen of WARREN BOYN.
TON [written under spirit control] appeared in CIRCU
LAR No. 8, but by especial request of a correspondentwho wishes to have Bro. Boynton's article accompany,
another article in No. 11, we cheerfully respond to
our correspondents request to reproduce '' WUAT I
WOULD Do." More and more are we becoming impress
ed, with the reliabili y and importance of WAIIREN
BOYNTONS communications.!—ED.

1 would uncap the fountain of being in
human hearts, making the sources of God-life
visible. Where now arc only jets and small
streams of divine love, I would with the man
tle of faith, a potential power, break the hith
erto obdurate rock, and let the full fountain
of sweet waters flow to the satisfying of every
ardent longing thirsty souls. The cords of
superstition that have hitherto held hu
manity from the full freedom of their Godgiven rights, I would snap asunder, and
emancipate every soul. The beautiful and
lovely countenance of the Goddess of Hope
should be changed to the full fruition of
positive realities. Immortality, with all its
possibilities, should become the motor to all
spiritual advancement, with all mortal and
immortal entities. I would hold the entering
wedge, and apply ponderous blows to the
rending and separation of the soul from all
ties ecclesiastical, that have ever been formu
lated, and bound upon the free soul of man
kind; and leave the soul to assume and have its
God given freedom. I would weave divine
threads in the warp of every life, that shall
present images of Father God—in Mother
Nature—reflecting the divine linaments of
God-hood in every spiritual being.
That mankind may discover their origin
and ultimate, and be charmed into a higher
and holier manhood, I would apply a com
pound lever, to the errors and inconsistencies
of humanity, that shall raise the bed rock
and jostle the foundations of all error, pro
ducing an everlasting overthrow of all per
versions of truth, and idiosyncracies of human
character, bringing the best, and most useful,
uppermost. I would sever every charm that
bind the conscience of mankind, and melt its
every link, that their mind may be put to use
ful service of humanity. I would break every
galling yoke from off the necks of the toilers
of earth, and use its substance to warm and
lighten dark, shivering, oppressed human
souls. I would render a thing of the past, a
horrid dream ; the inquisition, an utter deso
lation, render harmless every Autodafe, and
burn every rack, or implement of torture that
diabolical superstitious ignorance ever in
vented. I would release every woman from
sensual and legal bondage ; open wide the
door of human rights, placing her in every
respect upon the same platform and footin
as man. I would open the Kingdom of Hea
ven and the Kingdoms of Earth to all man
kind ; so that the warm golden light of love
should illuminate every soul. I would brush
away all the cobwebs of doubts arising from
previous erroneous calculation, from every
orb of seeing, that they may behold the angels
of God ascending and descending upon and
among the sons and daughters of men. I
would build a fire upon every hilltop, and in
every vale, that shall lighten and warm into
a higher life and holier love, every human
soul. I would cause the white celestial dome
of purity to hover over, and coo its love notes
in every ear. I would glean every field of
past harvests, and prepare every grain, for
the nourishment of hungry souls. That they
that do hunger for righteousness,
shall be
filled with a satisfying portion forever.
WARREN BOYNTON
A Friendly Voice from tlie Mountains
of Fast Tennessee.

gladly give place and prominence to
portions of a letter recently written by Mr
W. S. Sizer. Mr. S. is extensively engaged
in business pursuits in East Tennessee, and is
an old and valued friend of ours. Thirty
years (and more) ago, young Sizer, then a
young man, not out of his teens, was an ac
quaintance and neighbor of ours at Toledo,
Ohio, when we were the editor of the Repub
lican and Commercial—the former, the name
of our weekly, and the latter of our daily.
On many occasions, were we indebted to
young Sizier for market and commercial re
ports. Our papers—the Toledo Republican,
and the Daily Commercial—had their circula
tion mainly in Northwestern Ohio, Southern
Michigan, and Northern Indiana ; and there
are doubtless some—we hope ere long there
may be many—among our former patrons and
friends, who will renew the pleasant relations
that formerly existed between us
Mr. Sizer says : " I am doing all I can for
your CIRCULAR, and hope that 1 have been
able to send you some subscribers—have sent
every copy I have received to one and
another whom I thought would be interested
in reading. It will be unnecessary for me to
tell you that I am very much pleased with the
CIRCULAR, and shall be glad to pay the addi
tional price for a semi-monthly paper. * * *
" I have not written half what I wanted to,
as just after I commenced this, I was called
away to the mines, where our foreman was
instantly killed by the fall of a rock. This
has so unsettled me that I cannot write as I
want to. I want to say that everyone should
read the address of Scipio Africanus, for
although, if any one doubts the origin of
the communication, they cannot but own to
the vital truths it contains."
We

Spirit Art.

There is no aspect of Spiritualism so dis
creditable to Spiritualists, as their strange
neglect of Spirit Art, and the inadequate en
couragement that has been extended to Spirit
Artists. Despite all obstacles, the Spirit world
is developing new mediums lor these
peerless and triumphant manifestations ot
spirit power. On this subject, wc have im
portant information to submit to the public,
which wo are reserving l'or our forthcoming
Gallery of Spirit Art.

GRAND MANIFESTATIONS OF SPIRIT
POWEK-THE MATERIALIZATION
PHENOMENA.
William Eglinton.

To the Editor of the PSYCHOMETRIC CIRCU
LAR :

On the evening of Tuesday, April 19th, a cir
cle was formed at the residence of Mr. C. D.
Lakey, for a seance with Mr. W. Eglinton.
The circle consisted of ten persons, including
the undersigned, who sat around a large din
ing table, with hands joined upon the table,
upon which had been placed two quite large
and heavy musical boxes, and a small zitbern.
After a short time had elapsed, the medium
requested Mr. Lakey to write on a piece of
paper the name of any person with whom he
desired to communicate. Then taking off his
coat, and baring both arms, he asked Mr. L.
on which arm he desired the name to appear ;
and this being indicated, he ignited the paper
and allowed it to burn away. Then taking
the charred remains, he compressed them for
a few seconds in both hands, and rubbed
them upon his left arm, from which soon ap
peared in a plain, bold hand : "I am here.
Carl." The name which Mr. Lakey had
written was "Carl Lakey," being that of a
brother quite recently deceased; and the
above writing, so singularly executed, not
only resembled the hand-writing of the de
ceased, hut appeared on the arm selected by
Mr. L., and upon the precise spot which he
had mentally dictated.
The gas was then turned off, leaving the
circle in total darkness ; and in a few min
utes voices were heard, apparently from dif
ferent persons, as was indicated by the tones
and other characteristics.
Greetings and
remarks were made to the circle, and then the
music boxes were wound up by invisible
hands, with considerable force, and com
menced to play, sometimes singly, sometimes
together; and what was most remarkable,
they played as requested by the sitters, and
stopped as directed, although it was after
wards found impossible to stop the playing of
one of the boxes, the check having been
broken. These heavy boxes were moved
about the table with almost alarming force,
and one of them was carried away from the
table and returned ; while the zithern was
borne about in the air, and all the time played
upon by unseen fimrers.
These interesting phenomena had scarcely
ceased, when Mr. Eglinton was lifted up
bodily, and as it seemed, horizontally, above
the table, by the power of the invisibles ;
seeming to be carried to the ceiling, as the
gentleman who sat next to him, in order to
retain hold of his hand, was obliged to mount
the table, and even then could scarcely do
so ; while some of the sitters, at the other
side of the table, felt Mr. E. 's feet and legs as
lie was borne up. After this remarkable
levitation, the medium was let down rapidly
but gently.
Tliis was followed by an exhibition of
spirit lights, and by the voices, through
which we were promised materialization,
while the medium remained in the circle.
The variety in the voices was very marked,
indicating decided differences of personality.
The lights continued, until from one of them
there emerged a striking male figure, draped
in white, and bearing in liis two hands, which
were clasped in front, a peculiarly brilliant
light, from which was thrown upon his face
and part of the form, a phosphorescent glare,
rendering the features quite distinct, as it
moved toward different parts of the circle,
rising and sinking, at times fading into dark
ness, and then bursting forth again with great
distinctness. The figure was apparently that
of an Arab, with swarthy face and black
beard, and head-dress of white drapery. At
one time it rose almost to the ceiling, its
robes trailing on the table, and then sank,
seeming to pass through the table.
This was followed by another figure, that
of a female, carrying in the same manner, as
if for illumination, a brilliant cross. Both
these figures presented a phantasmal appear
ance, although they suggested, in the distinct
ness of their outlines, a substantial reality.
The phenomenon was most interesting and
beautiful. The medium appeared during the
whole time to be in a condition of complete
trance, as we could hear his heavy breathing
Tlie circle was then addressed by the direct
voice, as follows : "We do not wish to ex
haust our medium ; and, therefore, we shall
be obliged to say to you, good-jyght ! We
trust you realize the purpose of these mani
festations. We come to show you that we
still live, and to lift you up from your world
all !"Ur8' Good"niSht • and God bless you
On the two succeeding evenings, the same
circle had sittings with Mr. Eglinton, and
were favored with many most excellent test
manifestations both physical and mental—.
all serving to show conclusively the genuine
ness and strength of Mr. E.'s mediumship.
Certainly, for direct writing, levitation, and
the peculiar phase of materialization, 1 have
above described, liis wonderful gifts as a me
dium are unquestionably superior, and deserve
careful attention.
No candid mind that observed the phenom
ena closely, and reasoned upon them candidlv
and rationally, could escape a conviction of
their supra-human origin, and of the fact that
they emanated from intelligencies possessing
power, benevolence, and a most earnest pur
pose in the labors they are performing
NEW York, April 20tli, 1881.
IIENRY KIDDLE.
Spirit Communications.

We desire the CIRCULAR'S readers to un
derstand that we bear tlie same relations to
all Spirit communications that liave appeared,
(and that may hereafter, from time to time,
appear,) that we do to communications from
mortals. In giving publicity and a hearing
to Spirit Intelligences, we neither assent or
dissent to their statements, or to the views
they may advocate. Spirit communications,
like those from mundane sources, must stand
on their own merits. We have been, and
shall continue to ho particular to state, under
what circumstances the Spirit communications
are given, thus leaving their merits or demer
its to be j udged of and determined—accepted
or rejected—by the reador.

MILLER'S
COMMUNICATION FROM MRS. CORA
A. SAME.
Narrative of Event* Frecedlnfj and At*
ctmpanylng Alfred .1 UNION' De
velopment an a Materializ
ing Medium
Ancient Spirits and Mighty Spiritual
Forers which have Centralized
Around the Jaincs Circle.

OUR PHILADELPHIA
CORRESI'ONDENT—A
FAITHFUL HISTORIAN AND A GRAPHIC
AND BRILLIANT "WRITER.

to open a door for these spirit teachers to come
in person, and instruct mortals in their own
better modes of conducting life in the spiritworld. And to teach them how to reorganize
the earth upon an improved basis of justice,
love, harmony, love, and wisdom; in
stead of injustice, selfishness, cruelty, and
oppression, which would soon change the
present earthly Pandemonian into an earthly
Paradise ; also, they wished to assist those
dark spirits who were willing to learn a better
way of life ; as dark spirits are obliged to re
turn to earth, and state from where they left
it, in their efforts to improve, and reach
higher conditions. Besides, they desired to
give all well disposed spirits an opportunity
to materialize themselves, and re-enact their
former histories and experiences. But more
especially so, the wisest and best of the
leaders of mankind in former ages, who
might thus establish their identity, and there
by prove themselves entitled to instruct, as
well as conduct the affairs of mankind to-day.
And in all this, to demonstrate to the world
beyond peradventure, "The Immortality of
Man."

In September of last year (1877), there oc
curred a severe persecution of mediums, in
I liiladelphia, in the form of an attack made
upon the most advanced phase of Spiritualism
yet presented, Materialization. This attack
was made by its arch enemy, the Christian
Church, both Catholic and Protestant, through
the emissaries of the Catholic Order of Jes
uits, and the Protestant Young Men's Chris
tian Association. In fact it was generally
cilled here, the great Church Persecution.
MR. ALFRED .TAMES' DEVELOPMENT AS A
THE PERSECUTION AND TRIAL OF THE BLISS
MEDIUMS.

This persecution was in the form of a gen
eral raid upon all the Materializing Mediums
at once ; suddenly overwhelming them with
a volley of false charges of fraud and decep
tion of the most heinous kind, but without a
particle of foundation in truth, as it after
wards appeared, as they could not prove them
even in a (so-called) Court of Justice. These
scandalously false charges against the me
diums, were fulminated by the public press,
from one end of the country to the other, and
culminated in the " Bliss Trial," September
27th, 1817, where the amount of bribery and
perjury resorted to, to convict and silence the
mediums was indeed dreadful. Yet, with it
all, after two trials, the jury disagreeing in
the first one, they were honorably acquitted ;
on the ground that there was no cause of ac
tion against them. They had violated no law,
committed no olfense, as there could be found
no proof that they had practiced any decep
tion. And we know that false accusations
against any one, without proof, and with
malicious intent, forms no just charge against
them, and only proves that their accusers are
the frauds and falsifiers, and not their vic
tims.
EFFORTS TO STAMP OUT MATERIALIZATION.

While this was going on, the materializing
mediums were slandered and vilified with im
punity on every hand, and their seances were
broken up throughout the city in consequence.
Mr. Bliss was cast into prison because of some
catch in the law, requiring an enormous
amount of bail, which the court refused to
take when found, because the person offering
it, Mr. Jonathan Roberts, was not a resident
of the city. And Mrs. Bliss, the principal
materializer in the city, was sick, and overwhelmned with trouble, and had before her
the fear of being sent to prison also, as
she steadfastly maintained her innocence
and defended the truth. Firmly refusing the
bribes of money, patronage, favor, and ac
quittal by the court, which were * repeatedly
offered her, if only she would deny the truth,
and acknowledge herself a fraud. The atti
tude of the public mind too, was at this time
most resolutely hostile to the whole Spiritual
movement, but especially as to the materializ
ing phase of it. The determination being
openly expressed, to stamp out materializa
tion, and drive the spirits back, as they were
approaching too near the earth, in fact, re-en
tering it bodily, and with the avowed intention
of teaching the people of earth the higher truths
of spirit life ; as well as how things are con
ducted in the spirit-world with such success ;
and how we mortals could bring this earth
into order, beauty, harmony, and happiness,
if only we would allow them to come in per
son, and instruct us how to do it. But this
is exactly what the priesthood of all sects, is
violently opposed to, as it would at once re
move them from office, ruin their business
profits, and deliver the people from their
power and authority, when their occupation
and fat salaries would be gone for good, A
consummation most devoutly to be wished by
us, but by them most dreaded.
ORGANIZED EFFORTS IN DEFENCE OF MEDIUMSHIP.

At this juncture, a few faithful believers
in all phases of the Spiritual movement, who
understood the case thoroughly, and were
not to be put down, in this free land, either by
the churchmen, or the authorities, determined
to baud together for mutual protection ; to
assist the mediums, in their present unde
served sufferings ; to save the cause in this
city, as far as in their power, by openly com
batting the authorities, in their unjust course.
And, by leaguing themselves with the angels,
to assist them in rescuing mankind from the
powers (ignorant minds), and teaching them
instead the higher truths of life and heaven.
So on the 28tli of October, 1877, about a
dozen persons organized themselves into a
society called the " Immortality Demonstra
tors," to be supported, if possible, by monthly
subscriptions, for the purpose of protecting
those mediums they already had, and of form
ing a school for the development of new ones
of all phases, but more especially that of ma
terialization. They wished to give the spirits
an opportunity of practising without opposi
tion, in private sittings, for the purpose of
bringing out their new, wonderful, and beau
tiful revelations, and occasionally publishing
to the world, such things as they received,
and knew to be true and valuable to the
world's best interests. And to sustain such
declarations before the world, and the courts
of law, if necessary, with the power of the
whole society. Besides which, they intended
to hold open weekly meetings, when the pub
lic would be invited to participate, admitted
by tickets, either free, or at a nominal price,
on the express basis of " Good order, good be
havior, good intentions."

TRANCE AND MATERIALIZING MEDIUM.

The first suecess they met with, was a fine
development of Clairvoyance, when they had
for some two months, from three to five
clairvoyants, all seeing spirits, spirit scenery,
and emblems, at once. The meetings were
at this time particularly brilliaut, entertaining
and instructive. Mr. James" together with
another gentleman, and a lady, were illum
ined to a remarkable degree. And the beau
tiful historic characters, scenes, costumes and
instructions they presented, can never be for
gotten, forming a fitting
prelude to that
which was to come.
In about two months, I think, Mr. James
commenced to be entranced by a high order
of spirits,_wlio delivered a series of instructing
conversations, or short addresses of surprising
variety, beauty and power. The spirits giv
ing these appeared to be the great, good,
brave and wise, as well as illustrious and
philosophic of all countries and ages ; com
bined with many private characters of less
distinction, but all appearing to be actuated
by the best intentions towards mankind.
Altogether forming a historic and biographic
gallery of remarkable extent, variety and char
acteristic identity. These entranced instruc
tions, still continue to be given, and from
thence we have derived the principal part of
the programe, which is being now unrolled
by the spirit-world.
Meantime, as this was going forward, we
contined to try for Materialization. Several
persons sat in the cabinet to ascertain if they
possessed the power. And several did possess
it, and would have come out as Materializers,
had no unfavorable circumstances prevented
it at the time ; but only we hope for the
present, and to be successfully revived in
the future. But one lady was especially
anxious to be developed, and very persevering;
and we were sitting regularly with her, when
Mr. James was developed instead of her ;
accidentally, too, as it appeared, although he
had had some little practice on a former oc
casion. Sevcal times when the lady came
out of the cabinet, we prevailed on Mr.
James to go in for a few moments, to see
what would come of it. But he was not at
all inclined to it, being satisfied with the
trance phase, and shrinking from the terrible
abuse, slander and persecutions, which are
heaped upon the poor Materializing mediums
of the present day. So it was Avitli great
reluctance he consented to enter the cabinet
at all, his Indian guide, also, being opposed
to^ his becoming a Materializer. However,
with all this reluctance and opposition, he
had not been in the cabinet but a few times,
when one evening, about the 1st of July last,
I was called up to the curtain, not knowing
why, when to my surprise and delight, the
curtain was drawn aside, and there stood be
fore me, the beautiful apparation of a lady
dressed in snowy gossimer robes, Avitli fleecy
veil confined about the head, with a wreath
of white roses. The spirit was that of the
Greek lady, Iantha, a priestess of the Temple
of Isis or Ceres in Athens, I believe, some
2000 years ago. The next spirit that ap
peared, Avas that of Abdel Cadar, the tall
commanding male spirit, which you saw ar
rayed in flowing white robes, and artistic
turban, with white ostrich plume.
Two
others appeared with remarkable distinctness,
making four on the first occasion, but owing
to the excitement of the occasion, they were
not impressed upon my mind, and I cannot
recall them, but it is of no consequence.
BANDS OF ORIENTAL SPIRITS CENTRALIZING
AROUND THE JAMES' CIRCLE.

Since then, I should suppose, from ten to
fifteen female spirits have presented them
selves, and from forty to forty-five male
spirits, belonging to the Oriental Band, to
gether Avitli several moderns, who have been
recognized by visitors at the circles. These
I have seen myself, during the five months
the circles have been in progress. They are
of all ages, ranging from seventeen to sixtyeight years, and of almost all sizes, from the
smallest men and women, to almost the
largest, and of almost all countries, com
plexions, climes and eras, going back as far as
3000 years at least. Nearly every country
having been represented, both ancient and
modern, and quite a number of languages
spoken, of which the medium was entirely
ignorant. These Oriental Bands composed
mostly of Asiatics, ancient and modern, rang
ing from those of to-day, to those of 2000
years ago. They call themselves "The Im
mortality Demonstrators," from whom no
doubt, we received our name by impression,
although Ave did not know it, at the time we
organized. The teachings of these spirits are
so fine, I think them Avorthy of being record
ed, as they are of the highest order of moral
ity and wisdom. Sublime passages from the
books of the ancient religions being quoted ;
and maxims and precepts given, breathing a
warm love for humanity, and a kindly charity
for all, which cannot be surpassed by anything
" A SCHOOL OF TIIE PROPHETS," OR DEVEL seen at the present day.
OPING CIRCLE.

They commenced operations by retaking
and refitting "Circle Hall," No. 403 Vine
Street, which the enemies of Spiritualism had
tried so hard to have closed up. And as Mrs.
Bliss had succeeded in obtaining bail (though
her husband had not), she recommenced her
seances there, which were held three times a
week all winter, with great success, and good
attendance, the spirits coming out, if possi
ble, more numerously, and more distinctly
than ever before" They also opened a " School
of the Prophets," or Developing Circle, to be
held twice a week, for the bringing forward
of more mediums, especially of the material
izing phase, and to assist spirits in their great
work, for the bringing forward of more me
diums, especially of the materializing phase,
and to assist spirits in their great work, of
bringing both worlds, the material and spirit
ual, together by opening a highway through
the belt, or zone of darkness, formed of a
mass of dark spirits, and evil thoughts and
feelings which entirely surround the earth,
and separate the inhabitants of earth from
the higher spirit intelligences. They wanted
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corrupted by the crafty and iguoraut intcrpolition of man.
They also say, that Materialization is a mat
ter of pure science, being only Spiritual
Chemistry, and a continuation of Material
Chemistry. Chemistry being but the conden
sation of invisible original elements into visi
ble forms ; and the re-solution of invisible
forms into their invisible elements again ;
Avhicli may Avit.li strict propriety be called
Materialization and De-materialization. Spirits
also say, that their control over matter is
wonderfully extended beyond that of man ;
insomuch, that what would be impossible or
miraculous to man, Avould be very easy to
them, if only tee supply them with the requisite
conditions, so incomparably superior are spiritchemists to the most skillful we have on
eai th. And that Materialization, and its
kindred branches of science, are but the de
monstration and evidence of the truth of all
the philosophic teachings and lectures given
by spirits through mediums, since the re
opening of the last great spiritual era, 30 years
ago ; and that it has come as naturally and
inevitably, in the progress of events, as good
follows evil, or as day follows night. Much
ol this Avisdom, tiiey way, has been known to
the priests of all ages, but has been kept hid
den from the people, lest, if they got posses
sion of it, they would no longer allow the
priests and rulers to tyranize over them ; as
then the great mystery of the future would
be solved at once, and the divine right of all
masters, whether kings or priests, Avould be
gone forever. So they have been always
kept in the most profound iguorance of all
sublime spiritual truths, and fed with fright
ful hobgoblin stories, and absurd supersti
tious follies instead.
TEACHINGS OF TNE ORIENTAL SPIRITS.

They also teach us, that in a search of a 1000
years, they have not been able to find any such
personage, in the spirit world, as answers to
the description of Jesus Christ, as taught in
the Christian Church, or portrayed in the New
I estament, or embodied in the ecclesiastical
1rinity. And they think, the biography of
Jesus that we have, must have been a fancy
sketch, founded upon the life and perhaps
tragic death, of some Avise and good man, of
Avhom there were many in those days ; prob
ably, too, an excellent physical and spiritual
medium, AVIIO might have been easily perse
cuted to death, by the artful priests, and be
sotted people, for the grand spiritual and moral
truths he taught, and demonstrated ; seeing
that plenty of such mediums, have been so
treated since and are being so treated to day.
T hat the whole story. in fine, may be dismissed
as a historic romance, or poetic biography, of
some such ancient and persecuted Medium.
And further they say, that no such beings or
persons can be found, or heard of, in spiritlife, as either of the two first persons of the
Trinity, Father or Son. But tliaf the third
party, the Holy Spirit, or Eternal Life, can be
found on every hand, breathing, moving, and
animating^ all things every where. And this
Eternal Life, they say, will carry us forward
beyond, and outside of the earth's atmosphere
and influence ; Avlien we can migrate at will,
to other planets, and solar systems. Each time
living over a seperate lifetime, embracing all
the experiences of that planet or system, com
prising an eternity of blissful perigrination.
I his we have had mostly, from old Braminical, and Buddhist priests of the ancient tem
ples, who had great difficulty in reaching the
earth ; not only from the distance of their po
sition, but from the difficulty of penetrating
the strata of dark spirits surrounding it.
And at the risk of. appearing somewhat pro
lix, I will add a few more of their teachings
that noAv occur to me, as I consider the testi
mony of such learned and ancient spiritsjverv
valuable, standing there before us as they do,
reincarnated in mortal form for the moment.
DARK ZONE AROUND THE EARTH.

They further say, then, that there is a dark
zone or strata, composed of evil, ignorant,
spirits, together with a cloud of dark thoughts
and feelings, entirely surrounding the earth,
to a depth, averageing from 6, to 26 miles in
thickness ; and varying over different coun
tries, according to their relative degrees of en
lightenment. This strata is much thinner
now than formerly, having been worn away
considerably, by the efforts of spirits and re
formers, Avithin the last 30 years, since the
opening of the Spiritual Era. This zone of
darkness, it is the purpose of spirits to com
pletely tunnel through, thereby opening a
broad highway between the two worlds, which
are now divided comparatively ; so that when
the barrier between the spiritual and material
life is broken doAvn, legions of angels may
come and go at will, without further obstruc
tion. They tell us, that the three great
spheres of life going outward from the earth,
may with propriety be called Pandemonium,
Purgatory, and Paradise. 1. The dreadful
condition of things at present prevailing
on the earth's surface, being, indeed, Pande
monium, and the cause of all the troubles
afterwards.
2. The Atmospheric Spirit
World, where souls are purged or purified
from earthly evil, and.instructed in heavenly
good, may, with propriety, be called the
" 'mid region" of the Greeks, or Purgatory.
3. While the blissful realms, outside and be
yond the earth's atmosphere, may par excel
lence be called by the beautiful name of Para
dise.
VICARIOUS ATONEMENT AN IMMORAL DOC
TRINE.

On the subject of "Vicarious Atonement,"
they say, there is no forgiveness of sins, in
that sense, in the spirit-world. But every
one must atone foi "heir own sins ; that is,
take the unavoidable consequences of their
deeds. The natural consequences of good
deeds, being good results or rewards ; and of
evil deeds, painful consequences or punish
ments. And that Ave must pay our honest
debts, large or small, no less, and no more,
without escape or substitution. And that the
lowest and blackest hells, we shall ever see,
are those to be found here on earth ; those
lying beyond it being but a continuance of
the same. Consequently, when Ave liaATe set
tled all accounts contracted here, we are re
leased from all further accountability. And
SPIRITUALIISM BETTER UNDERSTOOD BY THE as earth is the hell from whence all others
ANCIENTS THAN TIIE MODERNS.
spring, this is the place to apply the specific
remedy, "Love and Wisdom," for when this
They tell us that the subject of Spiritualism, one
is closed up forever, there will be none
Spirituality, or the spiritual nature in man, as aftenvards forthcoming.
well as that of the open inter-commuDion
between the tAvo Avorlds, and between em TROUBLE WITH IGNORANT AND UNDEVEL
bodied and disembodied human beings, Avas
OPED SPIRITS.
as well known, if not better in their day and
It is also proper to mention here, the fact
country (Asia), than with us in America at
the present time. They say we have no idea that we have had a good deal of trouble in
of the extent to Avhich this science of Spirit our circles Avith evil spirits, or dark and unde
uality was understood, and Avliat perfection it veloped minds. Especially those of Catholic
attained in ancient times, under the names of priests, who are exerting their utmost poAver
Magic. Necromancy, Alcliymy, Astrology, to sustain the doomed and falling church on
Cabalism, Occultism, Metemsicosis, Reincar earth, by preventing the glorious truths of
nation, &c., names, very numorous, but all spirit-life being given to the world by good
signifying about the same thing, namely, the spirits. Their object being to keep the
Spiritual Nature iu Man ; the Occult, or Hid church up, by keeping the people down, and
den Powers in Man ; the Science of Life ; the to enable their clerical brethren on earth to
Science of Spirit; the Philosophy of Soul. rule over and rob the people, by living on
And this spiritual power of human nature, their labor without work. So from two to
they say, has always formed the basis of six of these opposing spirits forcibly intrude
every religion, however low in the scale of themselves into the cabinet, with the good
development; at least, while in its primeval spirits, and in the latter part of the seance,
condition or naturalness, and before it became when the magnetism and eminations from the
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circle arc nearly exhausted, (or the power is
getting weak, as they call it, and when the
friendly spirits have no strength remaining to
prevent it,) they absorb the eminations re
maining, and embody themselves Avitli them ;
and standing back, out of sight, either break to
pieces the friendly spirits, or tear off their
clothing, Avhen they try to show themselves,
and prevent their doing so. And if they can
possibly get the chance, they throw the me
dium out of the cabinet with great violence,
and by so doing, break up the circle long be
fore it should be concluded.
Baron Liebig informs us that there is a
band of these Catholic priests, thousands
strong, in this city alone, as their head-quar
ters, AVIIO are engaged in the evil work of pre
venting the Materialization of good spirits,
and their entrance into the world as teachers
and saviours of mankind. This band, he says,
is divided into divisions, under three formid
able leaders, Loyola, the founder of the Order
of Jesuits; Torquemada, the first Master of
the Spanish Inquisition, and Francis Xavia,
a 1( reucli priest of great renown and malig
nancy. These, together with many more
spirits, of the same character, have got almost
complete control over the dark minds of the
majority of mankind, and with such leader
ship, what quarter can be expected, either of
justice or mercy ?
MRS. SYME RECOMMENDS THE FORMATION OF
DEVELOPING CIRCLES.

And in conclusion, permit me, to suggest
the desirableness of having such schools of
development, founded in each city and toAvn
(in New York and Brooklyn it could easily be
done), to develope their own supply of me
diums of this elevated phase ; so that angels
(or good spirits) may come to them bodily,
and teach them a higher science, philosophy,
morality, and religion than the world has yet
seen. And, also, that small private circles be
formed, for the purpose of awakening to con
sciousness, and instructing the vast multi
tudes of undeveloped spirits, AVIIO hover
around the earth in millions; and sending
them out as missionaries to assist their fellow
sufferers. I am engaged in such a work at
present, and have nearly completed it Two
of us alone, sending out five hundred spiritAvorkers, to operate upon the dark zone above
described. That we may perchance, do
something towards "cleaning out these sul
phur pits," which men have dug, and strive
to close the gates of hell which men them
selves have opened. And at the same time,
do all we can to open the gates of heaven
forever more to all mankind.
PHILADELPHIA, Dec. 11, 1878.
CORA A. SYME.

Addendum.—One thought more occurs to
me, as of sufficient importance to be men
tioned, as people are continually stumbling
over it. It is the difficulty of comprehending
IIOAV spirits who have been gone so many
years, and to such distances, can return again
to earth. But spirits tell us that they never
lose the poAver to return to their " native
planet," for a good and sufficient purpose, no
matter how long they may have been absent,
or how far away they may have wandered.
(From the N. Y. Daily Sun, May 2d.)
AN INFIDEL ON INFIDELS.
Col. Bob Iiigersoll's New Lecture in tlie
Academy of Music.

AGAIN DRAWING A LARGE AUDIENCE—HIS
DEFINITION OF INFIDELITY, OF AN
INFIDEL, AND OF AN ORTHODOX
MAN—NIS TRIBUTE TO
PAINE.

Colonel Robert F. Ingersoll, of Illinois, de
livered last evening, in the Academy of Music,
his neAV lecture, "The Great Infidels." Every
chair in the house Avas occupied, and hundreds
of extra seats Avere placed in the orchestra and
on the stage. Many persons who could not
find seats stood during the tAvo hours and ten
minutes that Col. Ingersoll spoke. The audi
ence was in sympathy with the speaker,
and laughter and applause were frequent.
Often, when he had raised one hand above the
other to accompany the beginning of a new
sentence with one of his characteristic ges
tures, the prolonged applause kept him wait
ing with upraised hand. He betrayed at
times in his voice and facial expression much
of the art of the comedian, and at other
times he held his audience in breathless at
tention with vivid Avord pictures. The lec
ture would occupy, if reported in full, about
a page of The Sun.
" There is nothing grander in this world,"
said Col. Ingersoll, in beginning his lecture,
than to rescue from the leprosy of slander a
great and splendid name, and nothing nobler
than to benefit our benefactors. The infidels
of one age have been the aureoled saints of
the next. The destroyers of the old have al
ways been the creators of the new. There
are decay and growth in the intellectual Avorld
as in the material. History shows that politi
cal rights have been preserved by traitors, and
intellectual rights by infidels. To attack the
King was treason ; to dispute the priest was
blasphemy. The sword and the cross have
always been allies. The throne and the altar
were tAvins—vultures hatched from the same
egg. James I. said, ' No church, no crown ;
no tyrant in heaven, no tyrant on earth.'
Every monarchy that has disgraced the
world, every despotism that has covered the
cheeks of men with tears has been copied
after the despotism of hell. The king owned
the body, and the priest owned the soul.
One lived on taxes, and the other on alms.
One Avas a robber ; the other a beggar. The
king ruled by force ; the priest by fears, and
both by both force and fear. The king said
to the people, ' God clothed you in rags, and
housed you in hovels, and He put me in robes
and gave me a palace—such is the justice of
God.' The priest said to the people, 'God
made you ignorant, and lie made me learned
and wise ; obey me or God will punish you
here and hereafter, forever—such is the mercy
of God.'
"Infidels," Col. Ingersoll continued, "are
the intellectual discoverers. It is they AVIIO
have sailed the unknown sea and discovered
the isles and continents in the vast realms of
thought. What would the world have been
had infidels never existed ? What the infidel
is in religion, the inventor is in mechanics.
The infidel is the man who has discovered a
fact, and is not afraid to tell about it. There
has been for many thousand years a prevalent
idea that in some way you can prove whether
the theories advanced or defended by a man

Avere right, by slioAving Avhat kind of a man
lie was. It makes no difference what was the
character ol the man who made the first mul
tiplication table. When you find a result, it
makes no difference Avho discovered it.
N either is a statement by a great man neces
sarily true. A pebble surrounded by dia
monds is a common stone. Not all the mar
tyrs ol history are sufficient to establish the
tact that any doctrine is true. Martyrdom,
as a rule, establishes only the sincerity of the
martyr.
1 liese Christians," the lecturer said, '' can
not see how any man can die serenely with
out clinging to Christ. According to thc0 °gy, God has always punished the dying
who did not happen to believe in him. As
long as men did nothing but make tlieir felOAV men wretched ! God is represented as
maintaining the strictest and most heartless
neutrality; but Avhen some honest man, some
great and tender soul, expressed a doubt
as to the truth of the Jewish Scriptures, or
prayed to the wrong God, or to the right God
under the Avrong name, then the real God is
lepiesented as leaping like a wounded tiger
upon the dying man, to tear his wretched
soul. Yj!ere n? account in the literature of
this Avorld of the innocent having been shield
ed by God. It is made to appear that God
lias no time to prevent crime, no time to pro
tect the good and the pure; that he is too
busy numbering hairs and Avatcliing sparrows. He is too busy Avatcliing the profes
sors of colleges, AVIIO begin to doubt the
Joshu7"
^oses> or the astronomy of
Of the fathers and early councils of the
church, Col. Ingersoll said : "If it had not
been tor these councils we might have been
without a Trinity to this day. While one
ot them was engaged in determining a great
question, millions and billions of men were
swept into hell."
The lecturer said that
Ohristianity is responsible for what he styled
the current falsehoods as to the dying mo
ments of infidels like the Emperor Julian
Spinoza, Voltaire, Diderot, David Hume, and
J honias ^ Paine. He said Christians forgot
that Christ was an infidel, and added, "I like
him because he Avas an infidel; I like him be
cause lie had sense enough to see that the
old Jewish religion was not true."
Col. ^ Ingersoll denied that there was any
truth in the story that the Emperor Julian
tried to rebuild the temple of Jerusalem, and
that therefore God came out and destroyed
the workmen. It Avould have been much
more sensible," he said, "for God to have
destroyed Julian and frightened the work
men ."
The lecturer spoke of Giardono
Bruno, an infidel of 1550, as "a man who
changed his mind because he had a mind ; a
man AVIIO would not believe that you could
make the Trinity out of dough, or bake God
in an oven as you Avould a buiscuit, or that
you could devour the Creator as you would a
piece of bread. Yet," he continued, " the
men AVIIO believe that when a man strikes you
on one cheek you should turn the other, tried
to kill this man. But the fires of martyrdom
never destroyed one truth, and all the
churches of the world liaA*e never made one
lie true. When science began to show that
the Church was Avrong, and that the earth
is not flat, then the Church began to say, ' I
did not say it was fiat, but that it was kinder
round.'"
The lecturer told a story of an old 'Fortyniner who, when told that God made the
Avorld in six days, pointed to a desolate moun
tain and asked, "Don't you think God could
have put in another day to adA7antage right
here ?"
Col. Ingersoll next gave a sketch of the life,
times, and Avork of Voltaire, who, he said,
did more for human liberty than any other
man that ever liA*ed. Speaking of Diderot,
the infidel of 1813, he said that if there had
been no infidels there Avould have been no
libraries. He averred that whoever, in any
country where the Church had power, en
deavored to increase the sum of human knoAvledge, has been considered an enemy of social
order, ^ He declared that to Diderot, Helvetias, D'Holback, and men like them, the Avorld
Avas indebted for liberty and progress. Inci
dentally, Col. Ingersoll spoke of the condi
tion of Ireland as due to the superstition of
her people. He said, '' If only Daniel O'Connell had been an infidel!"
rlhe lecturer spoke contemptuously of the
mental aspect of Christianity, saying : " No
body has got the deadwood on Heaven, ex
cept the man who knows nothing while he is
here." In the course of his remarks on
David Hume, the infidel of 1711, Colonel In
gersoll said that Scotch Presbyterianism Avas
the worst form of religion that was ever pro
duced. "The Scotch Kirk," he said, "had
all the faults of the Church of Rome, with
out a redeeming virtue." He said Spinoza
Avas a genuine republican, who believed in
absolute liberty of thought, speech, and wor
ship. Among the infidels of later times, Col.
Ingersoll spoke of Paine, Franklin, and
Jefferson as the men AVIIO gave us a Constitu
tion without a God in it, and who were the
first men to put Jehovah out of politics. To
each of these men he gave special eulogy,
and he even hinted that Paine had been un
justly treated by Washington. He wanted
his audience to remember that Thomas Paine
was the first man AVIIO wrote the Avords
"United States of America." Paine, he said,
was the man who suggested the Federal Con
stitution—a grand, splendid, brave man, with
some faults and many virtues. The lecturer
said that all the clergymen, ministers, priests,
and bishops tlirt ever lived, from the day of
Pentecost down to the last election, had not
done as much for human liberty &s Thomas
Paine.
Col. Ingersoll defined an infidel as " a man
that has had a new idea absolutely," and an
orthodox man as " a man who is petrified in
his head ; who is through ; who is walking
around an intellectual corpse, to save the
funeral expenses of his soul." He said that
infidels have been the generous spirits of the
unworthy past; the victimson the battlefields
of thought ; the men who have made the
world fit to live in. "Without them," he
said, '' the human brain would be as empty
as the churches will be soon. Why," he
asked, "should we believe lhat honest men
have a fearful death, while those who believe
in slavery, polygamy, and all sorts of crime,
like the murderer on the schffold, look smil
ingly around, and beg us to be evangelized ?"
He said it was a joy to him to see "the
brand of inferiority on the orthodox brain,"
and to see that among the advanced thinkers
of to-day are men like Huxley, Darwin,
Tyndall, Renan, Spencer, Heckel, and Helmholz.
Why is it that Col. Ingersoll takes the lead
of all contemporary platform speakers, in his
ability to draw, and interest audiences ? This
significant fact is not solely due to Ingersoll's
oratorical powers, and to his wit, humor and
attractiveness as a public speaker. We attri
bute the "infidel" orator's ability to com
mand and interest audiences to the fact: That,
in the popular uprising against Old Theology,
in regard to Avliicli Ingersoll is, in the popular
estimation, the most powerful, the most effec
tive and the most uncompromising of oppon
ents of the Credal Dogmatists.

6
Psychometric View of Sophy Perovsky
and the Czar of Russia—Prophesy
of tire Death of D'Israeli and
Alexander.

MILLER'S

PSYCHOMETRIC

CIRCULAR.

" It impresses me with a grand and forci made our peaceful work impossible. Then the hostility of neighboring states, but relying
[For PSYCHOMETRIC CIRCULAR.]
ble character, a character that commanded our party, after a long hesitation, was forced on his diplomatic ability to control the situa Tlilrty-Tliird Anniversary of Modern
and commands a great amount of respect, to undertake a political struggle against the
Spiritualism.
tion.
reverence and devotion.
Government, as the chief obstacle in our way.
Thirty-three
fleeting
years have silently gone,
I
am
well
assured
that
Psycliometry
would
"There is great strength of character, Once on the political arena, we could not help
To the Editor of the PSYCHOMETRIC CIRCULAR :
there is intellectual capacity here, sufficient adopting the terrorist policy. Our relentless be a powerful aid in the comprehension of And the light of the spirit shines steadily on,
I send, you herewith a Psychometric sketch to make a writer, a scholarly vein is recog persecution of the late Czar was, on one side,
Since the first tiny raps with intelligence came
international relations, in the guidance of dip To startle the world from its lethargic dream,
of Sophy Perovsky (sometimes written Sophy nized.
an answer to his relentless persecution of our
" I think this is a woman ! There is so party, and on the other it was the result of lomacy, and in elucidating the problems of In vain have weak mortals, the tide sought to
Perovsky), hy Mrs. C. H. Decker, which is as
stay,
graphic and true as the discriptions generally much of the womanly grace and gentleness our conviction that lie would never change statesmanship, as well as the mysteries of liu As well could they darken the sun at noon
combined with the strength which made it his ruinous internal policy. I admit that I am man character and motives.
of that celebrated Psycliometer.
day,
at first difficult to distinguish the sex.
a member of the party of Narodnaia Volia
JAMES RODES BUCHANAN.
The stone has been rolled from the tomb of
Mrs. Decker is too closely occupied to find
'' She is benevolent, she had some marked (the Will of the People), and am an agent of
the past,
P- S.—The Paris correspondent of the New
time to read the newspapers, and her descrip eccentricities, she had great independence of the Executive Committee. The party of Na
York Tribune gives so interesting an account And a host of immortals, are marshalled at
character,
paid
very
little
attention
to
rules
rodnaia
Volia
is
far
from
having
a
desire
to
tion of the condition of things in Russia, in of etiquette and forms of society, she gov
last.
impose on the public and on the people at of Sophy Perovsky, that 1 cannot refrain
connection with the assassination of the Czar, erned those things instead of being governed, large any institutions whatever, or any form from adding his striking remarks in justice
A beautiful change has come over our dream,
was derived from Psychometric impres She seems a public benefactor, and drew of government; it has only a deep convic to that extraordinary woman.
" It would have been good policy to have In the few fleeting years that have since in
sion, which was so strong in the feeling arous around her a class of dependents. She never tion that by and by the people and society made a hostage of that extraordinary heroine,
tervened,
withdrew from the people but was identified will adopt its social ideas and will realize
The river of death has been spanned with a
ed hy the awful social condition of Russia, with all the needs or necessities of the human them.
who
is
already
regarded,
it
appears,
as
a
I consider it my duty to say a few
bow,
and the horrible catastrophe as to interrupt race. She instituted new methods of benevo words for some of my comrades. Ilessy martyr by the discontented classes in Russia,
On which our dear loved ones can pass to and
high
and
low.
ller
postliumus
influence
and
lence.
She
brings
me
into
public
affairs
be
Helfman, being in charge of the conspirators
the description of character.
fro,
prestige are said to be immense. Although
Sophy Perovsky is a remarkable heroine, fore the world, nothing close or timid, al rooms, was connected with the party of Na political assassination is not a crime that And millions rejoice, that their friends are
ways ready to be called on.
rodnaia Volia, but she had no knowledge of
not dead,
and her name will long inspire the Russians
" She was in some way falsely accused. It or part in the terrorist acts. Mikliailoff, too, tempts French men and women, admiration
in their struggle for liberty.
is probable she was executed, for some revo had no part in these acts, took no share in the is expressed everywhere for Sophy Perovsky, Though tears of affection, were over them
shed,
whom the pretty Viscountess de RainneA correspondent from St. Petersburgh lutionary movement by a secret organization preparations for the event of March 13, and of
ville, a leader of fashion in the Orleanist part The dear forms were laid in their silent abode,
and
plot,
something
like
the
case
of
.Mrs.
was
not
among
those
who
were
charged
with
says :
While the spirit 'twas said, " had returned to
Surratt, but it was not her.
the duty of throwing the bombs ; in short he of the Faubourg St. Germain, was a first cou
its God."
" She was a patriotic character, her feel had no part whatever in the event of March 13 sin. The uncle of Sophy was also the first
" Sophy Perovsky, 27 years old, served for
ten years in the ranks of the revolutionists ings were very intense, and her sympathies.
" Many, very many accusations have been tutor of the present Czar, and an intimate Had gone to that "bourne," and could never
At first she, together with her comrades, So much so that her mind was agonized at heaped upon us by the Prosecutor. As re friend of Muriavieff. It is whispered, too, in
return,
dedicated her powers to raising the intellec the sufferings of society. Her soul was gards the practical part of those accusations, Madame de Rainneville's drawing room, that For the Messenger Death, was relentless and
tual, moral, and economical levil of the peas pleading to some earthly power for relief. 1 will not say a word ; I have admitted all of the Nihilist heroine was a natural daughter of
stern,
antry. The despotic policy of the late Czar She is not as a spirit yet relieved of that feel them. But I do most solemnly protest against Alexander II. Be this as it may, she would But the Clarion notes, have been sounded afar,
stood, an insurmountable obstacle, in their ing.
his accusing me and my comrades of immor not have joined in her sixteenth year the Ni Not dead ! but arisen, the gates are ajar,
'' I see an array of initiatory display, and a ality, cruelty, and contempt of public opinion liilists, and set out from a luxurious home on The grim Monster Death, has been robbed of
peaceful way. To remove that obstacle at
any cost was the course that suggested itself sort of mock display of sorrow. There is a I am sure that those who know our life and a self-imposed mission, had it not been that
its sting,
to the party. She rejoiced that, twice in her great deal of murder here—great consterna the conditions under which we have had to General Mouriavieff was " the butcher of Po The grave, of its victory no more shall sing,
land."
Her
hand
was
destined
by
her
parents
life, she had waved her handkerchief for the tion—an uprising and a show of grief, but act will not throw a stone at us—will not ac
For loving hands, strew the dark pathway
destruction of the Czar. To some mean in most of it is mockery.
cuse us of immorality or of cruelty. And to Constantine, the General's son. Sophy re
with flowers,
coiled
from
the
marriage.
A
teacher
beloved
"
There
is
much
here
that
is
overwhelming—
sinuations of the Attorney General she replied
now for my single and last request : I do not
And welcome us home, to their evergreen
by
her
was
a
Polish
lady,
who
had
seen
the
so
much
intolerance,
subjection
and
slavery—
that she would not condescend to answer.
ask mercy, but I demand that in dealing with
bowers.
She said that the prosecutor was ignor and there is now this very day (May 14), rest me no favor shall be shown because of my Warsaw atrocities which Mouriavieff perpe
trated.
Mile.
Perovsky
at
that
time
had
eyes
ing
over
that
portion
of
the
planet
where
sex."
ant of the fact that work like that of the con
Sad mourner so desolate, writhing in pain.
of sapphire, golden hair, and a complexion
spirators transform men and women ; those these things occurred a pall destined to hang
Now we may ask, what was the true char of such delicacy that a rose petal only afford Rejoice, thy lone spirit, must catch the refrain
who had come in contact with them know a long time before reconciliation and peace
Not dead ! nor departed so far from your side,
well that their moral character was above will appear—a slumbering volcanic vein, un acter of the Czar, whose terrible oppression ed a standard of comparison for it. She had The ties of affection, death cannot divide,
suspicion. Her last words were a demand derlying the surface. I tell you this is the and cruelty made his death necessary ? It a naive innocent wondering expression in As well might the planets, revolving in space,
for death, which she said she deserved as woman that was concerned in the death of would require many columns to give the read her young face, which confirmed the suspici Lose the power of attraction, that holds them
on of her unavowed relationship to the Czar.
much as any of her comrades. This demand the Czar.
in place,
" She looks back without one regret, al ers any adequate idea of the pervading tyrany, Her schoolfellows called her bebe when she Or a puny arm, force back the incoming tide,
was granted, to the horror of the Russian
people. Sophy was the only woman ever though she took her place in the spirit world corruption and cruelty in Russia, which have was quite a big girl. Her forehead was vast Or calm the wild billows, as onward they
unprepared, without the assurance that she driven a loyal and sovereign-loving people to almost to deformity, aud the mouth beauti
hanged in the city of St. Petersburg."
glide.
would awaken to the scenes enacted here, she desperation. A good ruler would have been fully and firmly modelled, though somewhat
"rose-bud."
She
was
at
the
head
of
her
That Miss Perovsky was a leader in a for feels that she would aid her spiritual pro
ocean's broad waVes, on the Isle's of the
adored by the Russian people, but Alexander class always at school, but from generosity O'er
sea,
lorn hope, a martyr in a patriotic conspiracy, gress to remain here and see the end of the
refused
to
compete
for
prizes.
was
a
stern
inflexible
tyrant.
revolution begun.
Immortals are planting the Spiritual Tree,
is shown in the character of her co-conspirators.
" I feel the impression of the whole scene—
May its wide spreading branches, be ever a
On the 26th of December, 1879, I had a
A STRANGE CAREER.
They were not Nihilistic enemies of religion, the shock of the Czar, and the resignation to
shield,
Psychometric description of the Czar Alexan
Her parents, when she came home, pressed And with its bright leaves, may the nations
peace and order, but brave Republicans wil her fate. She would inspire her countrymen
der by Mrs Decker, which I here present. her to become the wife of the promising
not
to
surrender
their
conviction.
They
are
be healed,
ling to die to save their country, and entitled
in the right. The principles of justice pre The reader will observe that she predicts young official whom they had destined for The soul of humanity quickly is stirred,
to the sympathy of Americans, who believe vails with her, not revenge. She impresses
her
husband.
She
refused.
They
continued
Wherever the sweet song of freedom is heard,
not only his death, but that of D'Israeli six
that "resistance to tyrants is obedience to me that it is only following out the great law
to press. Then she disappeared, taking no
teen months in advance of the events. The money but her own small savings with her. Let us battle oppression, and dare to be free,
of destiny.
God."
Ere we sing the glad song of the great jubilee.
" I go off into her sphere through the peo two years of her prophecy have not yet ex Letters were occasionally received. They
MRS. F. E. ROGERS.
" Andrew Jellabyll. 80 years old, was i ple, her friends. A great company of spirits pired.
were sent in some mysterious way and stated
typical conspirator. The son of a peasant, are with her—an army who are instilling their
STERLING, 111., March 31st, 1881.
that
she
was
well
and
happy.
As
she
was
a
he had nevertheless received an excellent edu spirits in the people. She is a heroic woman. PSYCHOMETRIC DESCRIPTION OF THE CZAR girl of slender form, and apparently delicate
ALEXANDER HY MRS. C. H. DECKER,
cation. He had successfully passed the class She will not make much progress in the spirit
organization, it never occurred to them that Tlie Object ot Spirit Return—Spirt Com
DEC. 26, 1879.
ical gymnasium and entered the law depart world, till the cause she has espoused is suc
she had embraced a life of the most fearful
munications to tlie Mt. Lebanon
ment of the Odessa University. He has been cessful. The success is remote, and many lives
" I get a living influence. I feel a person hardship. They imagined that she had run
Shakers.
regarded by his professors as one of the most are to be destroyed.
endowed with a good share of common sense, away with some married man who was keep
talented students. For three years he studied
MOUNT
LEBANON, APRIL, 1881.
" The present Czar is watched with a jeal and great ability in directing. He knows how ing her hidden. She was not. This beauti
the law ; one year more and a brilliant career ous eye, and lives seem insignificant to the to direct a body of men—that's his forte. There ful young creature was braving every ill to ESTEEMED FRIEND MILLER:
would open before him. Rut he preferred people, and at the first token of his power to is a flush of business about him.
which poverty-stricken humanity is liable, to
When those ancient spirits who visited
the life of a revolutionist to that of a govern oppress the people, and follow in the wake of
'' He is not altogether popular. He is in a instil Socialist doctrines into the minds of
ment functionary. In 1872 he was expelled his ancestor, he will be in danger of the same position of directing by authority, and he is peasants and working folks. She worked Terre Haute were questioned why they came,
their uniform answer was, to convince mor
from the university ; he had already become fate. He is menaced now.
under direction by others. He is engaged in with her hands for subsistence, choosing the tals that we can return to earth. Certain co
a red hot Nihilist. For ten years he was in
publishing
something—something
like
jour
tasks which were most likely to bring her
'' There is such a power—so much unrest—
the midst of the strongest revolutionary cur such a power from the spirit-world, instilling nalism. [This refers to the Imperial messag into contact with those socially lowest and rollaries may be drawn from this by people
who are convinced that such is the fact. First,
rent. He embraced conspiracy asa profession, the minds with the injustice and wrong, they es and orders. ]
•.
most burdened with misery. Her propagan that the history of the earth-lives of those
he enjoyed his life to the utmost, and was are smothering a terrible secret in their na
" He is easily read by those who are near da was auricular, for she was a low voiced, spirits is not a myth. Second, that they still
proud of his achievements. Now and then tures, and at any evidence of tyrany from him. He lives in style; but the external of timid girl, and of liestitating speech when
live and act, and retain some interest in hu
he changed his place of action, his name, his him, it will burst forth. It depends \m his the building is not so stylish as its interior.
many listened to her. The news fell like a man affairs. Third, inasmuch as the human
role, and his appearance. Being a son of tbe own acts whether he lives through his reign.
"(Why is he unpopular?) He is so self- thunderbolt five years ago that she was ar spirit when fulfilling the true purpose of its
people, he would be contented with nothing
" She will, with her spirit army, and her in willed and extreme. It is not a character that rested by the police nnder the charge[of head
short of the people's government. In his be tuitive nature, extend not only over their own, I would admire, lie has an intense love of ing a Socialistic and Democratic propaganda destiny upholds continually and increases in
lief he said : "I was baptized in the Ortho but other countries—they embrace philanthro self— is very opinionated. He is gifted, has in the southeastern provinces. The country wisdom, said spirits must have knowledge to
dox religion, but I deny orthodoxy, though I pists from many countries. Gen. Lafayette learning, and has looked into deep subjects. of the Volga which she went to stir up has a communicate that will be for our profit to un
embrace in substance Christ's teaching, which comes to my mind, lie is interested with her. Does he not have women under his control ? mercurial population of gypsies, Jews, Tar derstand. But they can communicate no more
has had a powerful influence on my moral na I know he is. As the arni3r extends to other I see them—but he is not popular with wo tars and hybrids. She chose the Volga, be nor better than the desires that are awakened
ture. I recognize the truth and justice of countries, they will go to the philanthropic of men, except so far as they desire to get bene cause ideas are more rapidly communicated and conditions prepared to receive. But evi
Christ's teaching, and solemnly declare that other nations, and ask co-operation. The spir fits from him. He is obeyed from fear of his along the courses of rivers than elsewhere. A dently the first step is to convince people that
they can come and communicate.
faith without works is indeed dead, and that its desire to have this question adjusted as to power.
river brings with it commercial stir and is a
All people cannot be convinced at once,
every true Christian must struggle for truth Russia.
" (Is he interested in the public welfare V) great instrument of exchange. Sophy was nor all convinced by the same means. Some'
and for the rights of the oppressed and weak
Yes, if he could have his own way. He does treated with fearful harshness, but offered being prepared in advance of others, receive
ones, and if necessary must suffer and die for
Since this interesting description was given, not adopt other people's views.
pardon if she would reveal the secret of the according to their awakened aspirations, and
them. This is my creed." To a question about the newspapers have published in New York
"(Has his unpopularity ever brought on Nihilist organization, which did not then advanced preparation and unfoldment. Be
his residence and occupation he answered :
trouble ?) Yes, he has been in danger of per aim at regicide. She kept a close mouth. For
" I used to live in that place where I could the last speech of Sophy Perovsky, which sonal violence from his enemies, lie is care twenty-four months she was in a cell in the tween thirty-seven and forty four years ago,
best serve our cause according to the orders throws much light on her character, and il less as to wounding others—not at all sympa prison on the north bank of the Neva, and many ancient spirits visited our mediums and
assemblies for worship, Queen Esther, Ahasof the Executive Committee. I have worked lustrates the truth of Mrs. Decker's descrip thetic.
was almost frozen to death in winter. At liuerus, Abraham, Sarah, Jacob, Joseph,
for the liberation of the people. That is the
"
(What
does
he
think
of
Democratic
insti
the
end
of
that
period
she
stood
her
trial,
and
tion.
Moses, Noah, Adam, Eve, Setli and many of
one cause which I have served for many years
tutions ?) He is rather favorable to them. was banished to a town on the White Sea. tlie Hebrew prophets.
At least we received
with all my soul."
"On the trial of Sophy Perovsky, the Rus That is one of his extremes. (This explains When she escaped and got to St. Petersburg, messages purporting to b© given by them,
Nicholas Rysakoff, 19 years old, was a re sian woman of noble family recently hanged Alexander's action in freeing the serfs). He she fell in with Hartmann, of whom she be
ligious boy and a diligent student in the St. in St. Petersburg as a regicide, when leave likes to see industry going on, and is indus came the intimate associate, but not the mis some of which were recorded. There were'
Petersburg School of Mines. He declared on was finally given her to speak in her own be trious himself, but he likes to have his own tress. They lived together for a few years. also written lengthy communications, evident
ly designed to circulate beyond the limits of
his trial that regicide was the only means of half, she said :
system in everything. He is bull-headed in Sophy was supposed to be a washer-woman our societies, whenever in the providence of
saving the country. " The socialist," lie
many
respects.
He
cares
more
for
the
coun
and
he
a
mechanic.
What
an
extraordinary
God, any considerable nramber of people
"In 1869, being then 16 years old, and hav
said, " carries his right in the barrel of his
try's prosperity than for the comfort of the career hers was 1
should be convinced that those ancient spirits
pistol, and I used that right according to my ing gone through the usual school studies, I people. (His whole reign illustrates that),
ON
THE
SCAFFOLD.
could return and communicate with mortals
conscience and according to the demands o'f fitted myself for a teacher. In 1870 1 taught lie likes to take the reigns over everything,
I propose to copy for publication in the
The St. Petersburg correspondent of the
my soul and heart. Regicide, he said, would a village school. I soon found out that the and supervise it.
CIRCULAR, portions of those writings, if ac
Triboulet
states
that
she
kissed
in
the
dock
bring about the end of terrorism, would inau- Government by its system of despotic inter
"(What is the climate of his country?)
to the Editor. Though some of the
gorate the era of peaceful social propaganda, ference with the affairs of the peasantry was Generally temperate, but in certain winter her fellow convicts, and with quiet cheerful ceptable
ness told them to rejoice. He was told by teachings maybe received by only a few, there
and would prevent a dreadful agrarian upris putting insurmountable obstacles in the way months, very cold.
is much in them that will be useful to all who
ing of the peasantry that otherwise would in of their normal, intellectual, moral, and econ
"(What are his sentiments as to war?) Baranoff. the Prefect of Police, not to tele are honestly seeking a knowledge of the na
omical development. In 18721 was forced to
graph
this
detail,,
which
he
has
sent
by
letter.
undate the country icith innocent blood."
leave the school, and I joined the revolution He would go to war rather than give in. He Another forbidden detail was a statement ture of the soul, and the laws of spiritualSince then I have served the makes no concessions of territory, or anything made by Michaoloff, to the effect that he had progress.
Who are the Romanoffs that have ruled ary party.
Fraternally tnine,
cause. Several times I was arrested and tried —he is a great stickler for his rights, and invented a baloon susceptible of being direct
Russia, that Americans should feel any regret for taking part in the revolutionary propa would not mind the loss of life.
A. G. HOLLISTER.
ed, and that unless the Czar gave a constitu
"
(This
is
Alexander,
of
Russia
;
is
he
in
for the death of one of that family condemned ganda. In 1878,without any trial, but by ad
tion it would lie used against him. The Vol
clined
to
war
?)
He
is
getting
tired
of
nation
by Russian patriots ? They arc themselves a ministrative order, I was transported to the
ESPIONAGE OF THE MAILS.—The recent ap
al contests, and would like peace, but feels taires St. Petersburg correspondent, compare
family of regicides. A Russian paper recently province of Olonetzk. I escaped, dropped that war is inevitable, though he does not wish Sophy for beauty, aristocratic elegence of pearance of Anthony Coanstock at Albany for
my name, and procured false passes. My
form, and for candor, to Rosalind and Viola. the purpose of getting, a bill through the Leg
said :
part in the Moscow explosion of 1879 is it. He would like to settle international diffi Yet she could be secret i ve, and her ruses in islature authorizing him to search houses
culties,
but
he
anticipates
war
as
inevitable,
" Their history is a history of regicide. So- known to the Court. Since June 1880, 1 have especially with Germany, and among his evading the police were < ndless. The account without a warrant, brings to mind the fact
phiah, the daughter of Czar Alexis, while Re been living in St. Petersburg with a woman counselors talks that way.
given by Figaro's corre q undent of the man that this same man is now exercising an au
ner in which her slendoi little feet danced in. thority of a most obnoxious character W«
gent of the Empire, attempted to kill her lit whose name I don't want to give here. Geliaboff
came
to
live
in
my
rooms,
and
by
order
tle brother Peter, who afterward became Pe
(Although the course of events dissipated the air when the executh. lers strung her up refer to his espionage- over the mails. A. scru
of
the
Executive
Committee
we
began
pre
ter the Great. Peter the Great marred his
the war cloud between Russia and Germany, to the gallows has excited the greatest hor tiny of mail matter was insisted on many rears
fame by allowing his son and heir apparent, parations for the event of March 18. Being their national jealousy is intense, and I feel ror in Paris. That extrao. dinary artist, "Al- ago, when Amos Kendall was Postmaster
an
agent
of
the
committee,
I
knew
everything
Alexis, to be murdered in prison. Anna, the
quite sure Mrs. Decker interpretated correctly cesta," has taken his dance of death of Sophy's General, in the interest of the slaveholders
feet for the theme of an article, the most who wished to exclude from the mails all
neice, of Peter the Great, killed the Emperor about the means resorted to, I was charged the sentiments of Alexander in 1879).
with
the
duty
of
finding
out
where
and
when
weird, grim, striking, extraordinary and, for abolition or anti-slavery publications. The
Peter II., the grandson of Peter the Great,
"
(What
does
he
think
of
India?)
He
re
the
Czar
could
be
met
with.
In
the
morning
Czarism,
ominous, that i remember ever read old man, eloquent John Quincy Adams, was
and thus snatched the imperial crown. Eli
gards
the
British
as
usurpers,
and
would
like
of
March
13,
I
brought
two
bombs
into
the
ing.
Poe might have written in the same then in Congress, and never did that illustrious
zabeth, the daughter of Peter the Great, as
sassinated the Emperor Ivan IV., and made rooms of Ilessy Helfman. But whence the to disturb them. He lias been trying to do strain if lie had to trod the same grim sub man protest against any outrage more strenu
herself Empress. Catharine II., poisoned her bombs were brought and how many persons it. [Of this the British found evidence in Af- ject.
ously than lie did against this. If the mails
It is worthy of note that M. Emile de Gir- may be overhauled on one pretext, thev miv
husband, the Emperor, Peter III., in order were charged with the duty of throwing them ganistai'.l He expects the co-operation of
to become Empress. Moreover she ordered I don't choose to say. I drew the map in or France and Italy. He is revolving war in Ids ardin lias, in his journal, deserted his Imperi be on another. Anthony Comstock is an auto
the murder of the wife of her son and heir der to show the station appointed for each of mind, li seems possible it may be averted, al Russian friends. His maxim is to lead cratic national spy, with subordinates to aid
apparrent, Paul. She was suspected of urg my comrades, and it was I to whom the bomb but he CX|. cts it He is a man that goes to public opinion by following it. The National him in the detestable work of sifting- the mnt
lie will certainly be killed—assas compares the effect on European opinion of
ing her husband to take the imperial sceptre throwers had to look for directions on the extremes.
ter which shall be allowed to pass throm/l
from his mother. Paul I. was assassinated place of action. I made signs with my hand sinated."
Sophy Perovsky's death to the emotion caus tlio public mails. The British EfS
by titled conspirators, one of whom was his kerchief, and they moved and acred accord
(Mrs. D. then stated the consequences if a ed in the United States by John Brown's exe not quietly submit to such a state ofthings for
own son, Alexander I., called afterward the ing to our agreement. I had no bomb my war should occur. It, would be unfortunate for cution. This view has been adopted by Vic a single week.— N. Y. Sun, March 22.
self,
for
we
had
not
enough
of
them
for
all
Benign. Apropos, I must tell you that Alex
Germany, and for England, but as peace was tor Hugo.
ander I. and Nicholas I., the uncle and the of us, I stood on the otiier side of the Cath preserved, I omit this.)
NOT alone in one, but in many homos
arine
Canal
and
observed
the
effect
of
both
father of the late Czar, committed suicide.
Liii'c'M Harvest Time.
"Many of the great men of Europe will be
in Brooklyn, family reunions are taking
Of course most ot our people have forgotten explosions. That is all I want to say of the
It is not a lino life's harvest time, when place-fathers, mothers, brothers and si
the dark deeds of their Czars, and it was very practical part which I took in the revolution lost in the next two years—notably D'Israeli
and Garabaldi—and Spain will also send her gray hairs come to tell us the reaper is near
foolish to remind them that the Romanoffs ary movement.
ters, once thought to he dead, are returning
" As to the motives that induced me to join quota of prominent men to the spirit world." and that life's toils will soon be o'er.
have for centuries given their subjects prac
to their old homes, coming in materialized
the
revolutionary
party,
I
can
say
this
:
The
tical lessons in regicide."
A month subsequent to this, I had a 1'sy
The golden harvest ot life is ever ready
principal task of our party is to awaken in
It was to free the people and break the pow the people a consciousness that they have the cliometric description of King William of waiting for us to act as reapers, and garner form, and with a love and affection all ,ll(.
more intense hy the years of residence in tl, er of the Romanoffs that Sophy Perovsky gave right and power to govern themselves. To
Germany, by a good Psycliometer, who stat home every royal opportunity to so enlight
her life ; it was as Jcliaboff said : " to suffer solve this problem our party hoped to gradu ed that he had apprehensions of internal dis en and extend our knowledge that death, the land of spirits in "tlie many mansions » of
that house not made with hands, eternal in
and die for the oppressed." With these re ally raise the intellectual and moral level of sensions and of war with Russia, though he messenger of light, should be hailed with
gladness, feeling that our work is well done, the heavens." We are speaking of what " we
the people, to improve their economical con
marks I introduce Mrs. Decker's Psychomet dition,
and so to develop this consciousness did not apprehend it so strongly as Alexander, and our harvest, gathered as perfect as pos
ric description of
of their civil rights ; and therefore the mem and was apprehensive of the hostility of Italy sible, entering into the joys of the other life do know, and testifying to that we have seen "
1here is not a family in Brooklyn where " i'L
SOPIIY PEROVSKY.
bers of the party settled among the peasantry which might form an aliance with France and amid that joyous acclaim:
oved and lost" will not return, if proper earth
" This has recently passed away. It was in different capacities and carried on a peace
"
Well
done
thou
good
and
faithful
servant
life conditions are furnished for the LmJ
sudden—the spirit was suddenly severed from ful social propaganda. But the Government Russia. Bismarck was described at the same enter into the joys of thy Lord."
reunion, all we have to do is to m»
r eSsed
the body—in a sudden and startling manner. by a series of severe repressive measures, time, as looking with some apprehension to
8. L. MECRACKEN, Des Moins.
COI1,''tious for U.c return of tl,c abeenS'
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GALLERY OF SPIRIT ART.
Through Psycliometic interpretation of
spirit writing 'Spirit Intelligences can, fully
and acurately, express their thoughts. Rut,
for purposes of identification, and to estab
lish more intimate relations in mortal life,
Spirit Art is to be brought into requisition.
In fuatherance of the demands of the Spiritworld for co-opperative relations between
Spirits in and out of the form, we shall, at
an early day, present to the public the first,
or specimen number of the Gallery of Spirit
Art, particulars of which will be given in
CIRCULAR No. 12.
" Psychometry is the Highest Known Force.

-MRS. C. H. DECKER.

Tile Scipio African!!** Address.

It will surprise those who look upon Spiritualism as a mere sentimental affair to read the
lengthy address of Scipio Africanus on THE
PERILS WHICH MENACE REPUBLICAN INSTI
TUTIONS. According to traditional beliefs,

Spirits, if they communicate at all, should
speak and instruct mortals as to their religi
ous duties, and their relations to ^tliat world
which, sooner or later, we must all enter.
But why this arbitrary limitation on spiritual
intercourse ? why any limitations at all ? Our
condition in Spirit-land is determined by the
degree of unfoldment, and Spiritual Enlightment, which we have attained here. If,
then, earth life attainments and surroundings
determine our status in the land of souls,
what conclusion more natural or legitimate
than that returning spirits would interest
themselves in aiding, organizing and perfect
ing institutions—governmental and educa
tional—the best adapted to human well being.
There are two or three paragraphs where
there is obscurity of expression. This is
particularly the case in the third column of
the Spirit's address, where he is speaking of
the relative powers of the state and national
governments. In this paragraph, and in the
observations relating to the influence of mono
polies and a protective tariff upon the mark
ets and the prices of commodities, there is
some obscurity, not to say contradiction ; but
this is probably to be attributed to the fail
ure of the Spirit, in those particular instances,
to fully express his thought.
As to what is known as the protective
policy, which the address seems to favor, we
do not regard it as justifiable, except as a
temporary financial measure, though we have
not the slightest objection to give currency
to the views of others—whether spirit or
mortals—who may entertain contrary opinions
We are now, through varied mediumistic
channels, in correspondence and communica
tion, on governmental affairs, with many
spirits, who, during their Earth lives, were
distinguished as patriots, ^statesmen and
rulers. The address of Scipio Africanus,
great and powerful as it is in its vindication
of Republicanism, is only a single effort of a
master mind, but this noble Spirit, and those
with whom he is related—the Spirit Con
gress—are certain to exercise a potent influ
ence on human affairs, and save republican
institutions—from the disasters that would
otherwise overwhelm and submerge the Re
public.
Literary and Musical Entertainment at
Everett Hall.

We are indebted to Brother Russell, for the
following report of a Literary and Musical
Entertainment, given under the auspices of
the Brooklyn Spiritual Society, and for its
benefit on Saturday evening, May 21st :
" Chairman David, as an amiable and effi
cient presiding officer, never, perhaps, had a
more agreeable and encouraging outlook than
that which presented itself at' the Conference
Saturday evening last, when he introduced
Mrs. R. I. Hull, of Boston, the star of the
evening, as an elocutionist to delight us with
a series of choice recitations and readings.
The exercises were opened, however, by a
sweet refreshing shower of musicul raindrops
brought down by the skillful sweep (of the
keys by Mr. II. E. H. Benedict—in every
drop of which we recalled '' recollections of
home." Mrs. Hull interpreted at the outset
Mrs. Stevens's "No Sect in Heaven," and
was followed by Mrs. Hyzer in a charming
poetical improvisation to which an apprecia
tive melodious echo was given by the gifted
songstress Miss Gertrude Danks, tapping
out " On a March Night." Mrs. Hull came to
the front again in a graceful mantle of " Beau
tiful Snow," succeeding herself immediately
in an interpretation of the thought of the
" Drummers Bride," after which the genial
Capt. Martin stepped to the platform, present
ed her a magnificent bouquet, and comprom
ised with Mrs. Hyzer by the gift of a flower
tribute only a little less fragrant and expan
sive. To Miss Danks the same token of ap
preciation was given after she had sung to us
"None Ver." " Mother and Poet " were
then delineated to life by Mrs. Hull, after
which Miss Danks carried us in thought
" Within a Mile of Edinboro ' Town," at
which point Mr. Samuel Greene, one of the
cleverest mediums in the city for '' materiali
zing " the negro dialect, convulsed the audi
ence with two clever readings from a negro
parson, and then the meeting broke up, and
the treasurer of the society gathered up the
silver pieces, and was satisfied. The enter
tainment in benefit of the Society, had been a
gratifying success."
The entertainment was one of the most
pleasant and enjoyable that we have ever at
tended.
The commendation of those who took part—
Mrs. Hull, Mr, Benedict, Miss Danks, Mrs.

Hyzer and Mr. Greene—is richly deserved,
and the hearty applause, which greeted the
seveal performances, testified to the apprecia
tion and delight of the large audience, which
the occasion called together.
Mrs. Hull is well known and distinguish
ed for her mediumsliip, but none of her
Brooklyn friends knew (tee certainly did not
until we saw the lady on the Everett Hall
platform) that she was a trained and accom
plished reader and elocutionist.
It was an event worth witnessing (and well
worthy of public mention and record)—the
conjunction and presence on the Everett Hall
platform of two mediums so reliable and dis
tinguished—each representing a different,
but the most advanced phases of mediumsliip as Mrs. F. O. Hyzer and Mrs. R. I. Hull.
James A. Ill INS—Medium and Editor.

The new Philadelphia publication—Bliss'
Quarterly Advance & Review says :
MILLER'S PSYCHOMETRIC CIRCULAR is a very
large 8 page monthly journal devoted to the
interests of the young science of Psychometry.
We were not aware that we were the medium
through whom the spirit daughter (Carrie
Miller) communicated, to call her father
(Charles R. Miller) out into the public work in
which he is engaged, until we read the last
number of that journal. The CIRCULAR is a
most interesting paper and rapidly coming into
favor. While we cannot agree with all that
appears in the CIRCULAR, we recognize its
importance as a Spiritual journal. It is de
cidedly friendly to mediums and Spiritualism,
and bids fair to become a weekly at no distant
day. Charles R. Miller, Editor, 17 Willoughby
street, Brooklyn, N. Y. Subscription price $1
per year.
Of course Bro. Bliss was not aware that
"we" (Bliss) "were the medium through
whom the spirit daughter (Carrie Miller) com
municated to call her father (Chas. R. Miller)
out into the public work in which he is en
gaged." The medium was entranced, and
while the spirit daughter was dictating the
message to her father, the medium had no
normal consciousness. We were told, in this
spirit communication, that we should soon be
called to a literary position in defense of
mediumship. And that Mr. Bliss knew notli
ing of the prophecy which had been made
through him, until the prediction or prophecy
had been literally fulfilled, shows the superior
and most reliable character of his mediumsliip.
At the time Carrie Miller controlled the Bliss
medium, and spoke the message through him,
we had not the remotest intention of engagin^
in journalism ; and our word of salutation and
greeting to the Editor of the Advance & Review
is ; that if he proves to be as capable and re
liable as an Editor, as he has been as a medium,
he will go, and deserve to go, to the front rani
of the Editorial profession.
Psychometry Invaluable as a method
of Determining tl»e Accuracy and.
Kcllability of Witnesses.

It is an encouraging '' sign of the times,"
that independent minded Editors — those of
the progressive order—are opening their col
umns to the discussion of psychometric
science. We find in a recent number of the
N. Y. Truth Seeker, a communication from
Dr. J. R. Buchannan, from which we make
the following extract :
'' The power of psychometry as applied to
autographs give us the full command of the
character of the absent as well as the present,
the dead as well as the living, and reveals the
true character and interior motives of all who
have flourished in history.
"Hence it becomes the illuminator of all his
tory and biography, and a fair tribunal for
the judgment of living characters, which
would enable us to select men for the highest
offices, to choose judiciously our own person
al associates, and to determine with great cer
tainty the question of guilt or innocence
which is so often puzzling to a jury from the
inadequacy of evidence. A good psychometer could determine in twenty minutes the
question of the guilt or innocence of Wliittacker, which has so long puzzled the authori
ties at West Point. A distinguished lawyer
writing in the Albany Law Journal of Feb
ruary 5tli, demands for psychometry a legal
recognition as one of the branches of knowl
edge in which courts may appeal to the testi
mony of experts. There is no other method
in some cases by which to determine the val
idity of documents in which forgery is sus
pected but cannot be proved."
"A good psycliometer," says Dr. Buchanan,
"could determine in twenty minutes the
question of the guilt or innocence of Whittacker." We endorse the foregoing state
ment of Dr. Buchannan ; through experi
mental processes wliich'are daily being brought
to our notice, matters as obscure and intri
cate as the " Whittacker case " are, through
the searching power of Prychometry, being
relieved of their obscurity.
" A distinguished lawyer," says Dr. Buch
anan, "(demands for psychometry a legal re
cognition as one of the branches of knowl
edge in which courts may appeal to the testi
mony of experts." Why not ? When the
demand is once seriously made that psycho
metry shall have a legal recognition in the
law courts, the demand is so just and reason
able, and it is of such paramount public im
portance, that it is only necessary for its
claims to be understood to gain for them uni
versal acceptence.
Where is the lawyer (what is his name ?)
who is to render American jurisprudence more
useful, powerful and beneficient than the legal
profession has ever yet attained ?
We shall print at an early day (not in No.
12,) another communication from Mrs. Cora
A. Syme, which brings down the history of
the James circle manifestations to a compara
tively recent date. No person could be more
competent for this task than the lady, who,
at our request, has assumed it.
The lenghty communication from Prof.
Buchanan, on sixth page, will richly repay
perusal. Mrs. Decker's psychometric descrip
tion of Sophy Perovsky shows how complete
ly Psychometry can penetrate all mysteries,
and pierce all disguises.
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THE PROSPECT PARK POEM—
The Phenomenon of the " Hand-writing;
Mr. Pierle L. O. A. Keeler and bin McTRIBUTE TO JOHN HO WARD PA YNE.
On the Wall " Surpassed at the
dlumshlp.
Ackerly Clrelc.
The Prospect Park Poem consists of twen
Mr. Keclcr's mediumsliip has been called in

question, not from any lack of distinctiveness
or demonstrativeness of his mediumistic pow
ers, but from the ignorance of sitters at his
materializing circles, and the prejudice of the
general public on the subject of all spirit
manifestations. The fact that the materializ
ing manifestations which occur in the pres
ence of the Keeler medium are in the light
(and the fore, as distinctly cognizable by
the senses of sight, touch and hearing as
any other of the objective realites of life with
which all are in constant contact) has not ex
empted young Keeler from the blatent denun
ciations of insincere and hypocritical Spirit
ualists (a numerous class), nor from the maligant and relentless spirit of persecution with
which our mediums generally are assailed—
the storm of detraction and abuse beating most
violently on that class of mediums, who like
Mr. Keeler, have manifestations of the most
demonstractive and convincing character.
It is in the highest degree creditable to young
Keeler that he has stood up manfully against
the fierce stQrm of abuse (and personal vio
lence) which has beat fiercely against him, and
now that he has completly vindicated himself
in the estimation of all Spiritualists, whose
good opinions are worth having, our young
friend may look forward both as a man and a
medium, for a useful and successful career.
Thanks to the Angel world, Keeler has not only
triumphed over his brow-beating and perse
cuting enemies, but he has won a victory for
the cause of Spiritualism, the effects of which
will be important, lasting and permanent.
Both in Mind and Matter and Banner of
Light we find accounts of seances, which Mr.
Keeler has recently held in Philadelphia show
ing that full form materializations are now
common manifestations at the Keeler seances.
We quote from the Hon. Tiros. R HAZARD'S
communication in the Banner of Light of May
28th :
" Mr. Keeler, before entering the cabinet,
himself expressed strong doubts'of being able
to obtain any manifestations of importance on
the occasion, whilst I had all along feared
that he might have ventured upon the sacred
ground of "human form materialization"
before his powers were fully developed up to
the required conditions. But soon all my
misgivings were scattered to the winds, and I
may say, in all sincerity, that of all the nu
merous materializing seances I have been pre
sent at, I never attended one where the evidences °f full spirit control and poicer were more
clearly and undoubtedly exemplified than they
were on that evening in his pr esence. So plain
and palpable were the demonstrations, that,
as I beheld them, I could not conceive it pos
sible for any sane person to have witnessed
some of them without being entirely convin
ced of their entire genuineness, and I re
marked at the close of the seance that if
there were any individuals present who could
thereafter doubt the reality of " spirit-form
materialization," I would advise them never
to attend another seance of the kind, as I
felt sure there must be something in their or
ganization that would ever prevent their ac
cepting it."
Mr. Hazard gives a detailed account of this
seance, at which his Spirit daughter Gertrude
and her mother came. "Like her mother,"
says Mr. H. " her whole form seemed to be
fully materialized, as perfectly as when in the
earth-life, the warmth of her lips being just
as natural."
Other seances, and other materializing mani
festations, are described by Gen. Roberts,
Col. Ivase and others, all of which are like
Mr. Hazard's statements—detailed, positive
and conclusive in their character.
BROOKLYN SPIRITUAL SOCIETY.

By referance to Mr. Secretary Russell's re
port of the Annual Meeting of the Brooklyn
Spiritual Society, it will be seen that there has
tbeen a considerable increase to the number
of the Executive Committee, and by scanning
the list of names it will, also, be seen that
there has been a valuable addition to the
governing force of the Society.
The Brooklyn Society commences the new
year under favorable aupices, not only in the
increase of its membership but in the aroused
attention which Phenominal Spiritualism is
securing from the general public.
Mrs. Howard, an accomplised rhetorician
and elocutionist, has accepted the invitation
of the Phoenix Hall Conference Association,
to give recitations on Wednesday evening,
June 10th. Mrs. Howard will occupy the
first hour, and Mr. Ackerly the material
izing medium, the last hour.
Correspondents whose communications do
not appear in current No. must (as we ourself
are obliged to do) '1 possess their souls in pa
tience." We have done the very best in our
power, and our correspondents are informed
that all communications designed for the May
No., and which have not appeared, will cer
tainly appear in No 12.
Let friends of CIRCULAR, in all parts of the
country, exert themselves to increase our cir
culation, and we will permit no delay in the
publication of the Semi-Monthly CIRCULAR.
If only those who know the importance of
the work that the CIRCULAR is doing, and the
more important work that it is yet to do, will
heed our suggestion, our subscription list can
easily be doubled.

ty-nine closely written pages, foolscap manu
script, of which we have printed fifteen pages,
reserving full one-half of the Poem for CIR
CULAR No. 12. The remaining half is divid
ed into seven cantos, and is, if that be pos
sible, even more varied in its topics, more
brilliant and artistic in its construction, than
the portion already in print. Either in parts
or as a whole, the Poem is of thrilling inter
est. PROSPECT PARK is now immortalized in
song, and Brooklyn is honored, as it was
never honored before.
Recognising the statues of WASHINGTON
IRVING and JOHN HOWARD PAYNE, the Spirit
Control, in imitation of its previous recogni
tion, of LINCOLN and TOM. MOORE, spends
its highest eulogies on these grand historical
characters—names embalmed in the affection
of every American, and dearly loved by the
whole world of humanity. If anything were
wanting to consecrate anew these names in the
undying affection of the race, that want is sup
plied in the return to earth of the greatest of
the Latin poets, and the selection of LINCOLN,
IRVING, MOORE AND PAYNE for recognition
and eulogy.
We cannot withhold, even for the brief
period, which will intervene between the pres
ent, and next issue of the CIRCULAR the glow
ing tributeof appreciation and applause, which
one of the greatest of Ancient poets extends to
a Modern, and, through the latter, to the
whole world of humanity :
JOHN HOAVARD PAYNE.

Regard yon bust whose massive brows there
bend,
And to this scene a solemn grandeur lend ;
Like Gods of old, who reigned the arts to
grace,
And consecrate some hallowed, templed place.
Ah ! lightly step, let every heart revere—
A whole world's idol is infigured here ;
Who predestined the universe to roam—
The wide—wide world was this man's only
home.
" An exile from home,"
" Splendor dazzles in vain !"
"O, give me my loAvly—"
" Thatched cottage again !"
" The birds, singing gaily,"
"That came to my call—"
" Give me them ! and the peace "
"Of mind, dearer than all,"
"Home, Home, Sweet, Sweet, Home!"
" There's no place like home."
What recollections those few lines awake
In hearts whose longings would life's cares
forsake,
The living hope to exiled sons extend,
The past, the present and the future blend
In that sweet union born of holy love,
And sanctified by blessings from above.
The treasured memories of the childhood
hour,
No lapse of time, nor pain can e'er deflour,
High God decrees, though aged minds may
wane,
They in their past, they all their youth regain
Then how is this, that age to youth returns,
And with life's ardor flashes up and burns,
For that one spot beneath the starry dome,
Loved by all hearts asjcliildliood's Home, Sweet
Home.
From Orient climes to Occidental steepes,
From Southern Zones to where Aurora sleeps,
Whose genial radience lights but half the
year,
When glacial mountains move and disappear,
Where'er the Eagle in his flight may roam,
He ever hears the strains of '' Home, Sweet
Home,"
Ascend from Palace, or the lowly cot,
The prison cell, the isolated grot ;
The mountain fastness and the level plain,
The teeming City and the surging main ;
And ev'ry race, though all unlike they be,
In tastes or habits, language or degree,
Are all united in this one domain
Of Home, Sweet Home, sung by John How
ard Payne.
Who reigns supreme o'er life's most treasured
gems
With Nations' plaudits for his diadems ;
Which ne'er can fade while earth around the
sun,
Revolves in triumph for this gifted son ;
And sister planets who applaud, declare
That "Home, Sweet Home," can also be sung
there.
Psychometric Biography.

We have oa file for publication Mrs. C. H.
Decker's " reading" of the writing of Robert
G. lngersoll. We find this " reading" in the
Truth Seeker, the Editor, Mr. Bennett, having
applied and secured a psychometric interpre
tation of Ingersoll's writing from Mrs. Deck,
er.
Gen. Roberts, who was an entire stranger
to Mrs. Decker called upon that lady, and ob
tained a " reading," which, having a striking
significance and public importance, we shall
publish.
Ere long Psychometry will be generally
appealed to by all who wish to know more
of themselves than can be judged of by ob
servation and externalities. And nothing is
more certain, in the not distant future, than
that the psychometric test of determining the
character and qualification of individuals seek
ing fiduciary and all public positions will be
universally applied.
THE EASTERN DISTRICT CONFERENCE
ASSOCIATION.

This association, which holds regular week
ly meetings, every Wednesday evening, at
Phoenix Hall, South 8tli, hear 4tli street, is
holding its own, and bravely battling for the
cause of truth and the spiritual enlightenment
of the people. Interesting as the meetings
ordinarily are, last Wednesday evening's ses
sion was exceptionally important. Dr. Newbery, a lecturer of marked ability, delivered
the opening address. Subject, "The Rela
tions of the Physical Temperaments toTlie Perfectability of the Human Race." Dr. New
berry was invited to continue his address and
will speak next Wednesday evening, June 2d.
Dr. N. was followed by Mr. Swift, and Mrs.
Austin, of New York City.

In Dr. Buchanan's communication on third
page, first column, he says :
" When the photographic copy of the en
graving was issued by Mrs. Stewart as a pic
ture of Jesus, I recognized it as a copy of an
engraving among my friends, and not as a
picture of a materialization."
We doubt Avhether Prof. Buchanan's inends the meaning, which is legitimately to
be drawn from the foregoing statement, to
wit: That Mrs. Stewart knoivingly issued a
picture of Jesus, which was a simulation, or
deception. We think Prof.
B.'s state
ment has been incautiouesly made, or that
his information is erroneous as to the source
of the picture. At all events, our knowledge
of Mrs. Stewart justifies us in saying that the
Our next issue being No 12 will close the
lady is as incapable, as Prof. Buchanan
himself Avould be, of any fraudulant practice. first volume of the PSYCHOMETRIC GIHCULAR. '

The following message, sent to us by the
materializing medium, Mr. A. F. Ackerly,
was written by a materialized hand, in the pres
ence of several persons, and in a full light, so
that each sitter could see the spirit hand (ma
terialized) as distinctly as his own
SPIRIT MESSAGE.

" The spiritual truth, the light of which is
just beginning to daivn upon an ignorant
world, will ere long find root in the hearts and
souls of all men of whatever creed. But the
dogmatic aspect of present creeds, and prior
existing religious faiths, must first be cleared
away by the penetrating light of Spiritual
Truth,—before its efliulgent rays the mist of
a worthless theology will flee and vanish.
GUIDES OF A. F. ACKERLY.

We have received communications— not
one but many—written by materialized hands
at young Ackerly's seances—the hand taking
pencil from us, and we holding the paper on
which the writing was rapidly executed. All
this in the light.
Here we have the repetition of the " hand
writing on the wall " which neither Jew or
Christian can deny, as the Ancient phenom
enon is recorded in the Hebrew Scriptures.
Why then, deny the Modern phenomena, the
authenticity of which does not rest on ancient
records, but is of daily occurrence and is testi
fied to by thousands of living witnesses.
Besides the conclusion of the Prospect
Park Poem, CIRCULAR NO. 12. will contain a
second address from Salust on Roman Anti
quities.

AD

VERTISEMEN
THE

Religion of Spiritualism
Its Phenomena and; Philosophy
BY SAMUEL WATSON*

Author of " The Clock Struck One, Two, and
Three, Thirty-Six Tears a Methodist Minister

Mr. Watson's long connection with one of the largest
and most influential religious organizations in this
country, together with his well-known character for
integrity of purpose and faithfulness in the discharge
of every known duty, combine to render this a book
that will attract the attention and command the studi
ous perusal of thoughtful minds. It contains the prin
cipal records of a critical invesiigation of nearly all
phases of spirit manifestation through a period of
twenty-seven years, commenced with a belief that.
Spiritualism was " the prince of humbugs," and a pur
pose to expose it, and ending with a conviction that it
is a truth far transcending all others in value to man
kind. The book here presented will prove one of in
estimable worth, not only to Spiritualists but to those
who not having witnessed the phenomena, have no in
formation of the facts which form the immovable
foundation on which Spiritualists base not merely a be
lief but a knowledge of the reality of a future life. It
is eminently well adapted to place in the hands of those
whose attachment to the faiths and forms of the
Church, incline them to have nothing to do with the
subject upon which it treats.
Cloth, 399 pp., 12mo. Price $1.25, postage 10 cents.
For sale by

c . R. MILLER & CO,
IT Willoughby Street,
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
ESP"Orders by mail promptly attended to.

SUBSTANTIA LISM;
Or, the Philosophy of Knowledge.
BY JEAN STORY.
Substantialism not only claims that the substance of
mmd and that of matter (the metaphysical or ideal and
the physical or real) are alike as substance, hut in op
posite spacial conditions; and that they are interchange
able through an exchange of spacial position, but
claims that the human soul is constituted of the coun
ter-sexual puberal germs of its specific parents, atomlcaily mated and organically conjoined as an insepar
able unity ; that its mind or spirit body is the sum of
the ideals or spirits of what the soul assimilates
through sense-perception ; the sum of their embodi
ments being the soul's real or material body,
pricedl 50^18 in cloth' V84 PaSesi 12 mo., small pica,
Also, Summary of the same, 113 pages, paper, 35 cts.
Postage free. For sale by

C. R. VRILLER & CO.

17 Willoughby St. Brooklyn, N. Y-

Scientific Investigator.
an 8 page paper, devoted to
SCIENCE, ART, SPIRITUAL PAILOSOPHY A1
RADICAL REFORM,
is issued monthly by the
Scientific Investigator Pub. Co.,
at $1.00 per year in advance, sample copies free
This Journal is earnest in its objects, untiring in
efforts, bold and fearless in asserting the truth defii
in unearthing hypocracy, charitable to honest invee
gators, hut forever an enemy to tyrany, fraud and <
pression, perpetrated by either Individual, Church
State.
All lovers of liberty in its broadest sense should si
scribe at once for the Scientific Investigator.
Address, SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATOR PUB. C
No. 135 First St., Portland, Oreg1

THE QUARTERLY ADVANCE AND
REVIEW,
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF MODERN
SPIRITUALISM.

A Large 8 Page Journal, issued on tlie Is
Day of June, September, December and
March.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE 25 CENTS PER YEAR

FIVE COFIES $1.00. SAMPLE COPIES FREI
Select Advertisements inserted at 25 cents per line
Circulation 25,000.
As " Advance and Review" will circulate in ever
Village Town and City, in the United States, no bette
Advertising Medium can be found. One trial is suff
cint to prove the truth of this assertion.
JAMES A. BLISS, EDITOR AND PUBLISIIR,

713 Sansom Street, Philadelphia, PI

A

Western Light.

PAPER, published in St. Louis, Mo. 1
i
5 VNNIE T. ANDERSON, devoted to Spir:
ual Culture and Universal Suffrage.
erms of subscrption, $2,50 per annum, in ad vane
^UO co^es' ® cents. Clubs of five or more, per yea
Direct all letters or communications to MRS. ANN!
T. ANDERSON, 717 Olive street (Room 6), St. Loui
Mo.

INDEPENDENT SLATE WRITING.

TF YOU WILL SEND DR. A. B. DOBSON ON!
JL DOLLAR, and a Lock of Hair, he will answer yo
Twenty Questions, or less, (by Independent Slat
Writing) on Marriage, Disease or Business ofanykinc
He has answered hundreds of letters correclly. Th
best of references given. Address
DR. A. B. DOBSON,
MAQUOKETA, IOWA.

MRS. G. T. TRYON,
MEDICAL, BUSINESS AND TEST
CLAIRVOYANT,
has taken ro»ms at 573 Fulton Street, Brooklyn N.
Y., where she will give sittings daily. Otfice hours
from 10 A. M., to 9 P. M. Circles every Wednesday
Evening.

MRS- M. GRAY,
MEDIUM,

INTO- 222 STATE ST.

Near Court St.

Brooklyn, N, Y,

8.
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recipient of the benefits of prayer. They
who approach spiritual services by spiritual
avenues will find the surest remedies. But it
BROOKLYN, N. Y., MAY 15, 1881.
behooves all who are in communion with those
higher forces of the universe to accept this
Plienoininal Spiritualism—'Tine Terre warning and hint in time, anil to keep open
Haute Mediums.
the avenues of spiritual intelligence and aid,
A correspondent, Mr. W. S. Sizier, writing not merely that it may serve your selfish pur
from Mossy Creek, East Tennessee, under pose, but because the spiritual aid is ever the
best.
drte of May 4tli, says :
"I think I told you of my experience in
More than a year ago Psychometry, through
Terre Haute with Mrs. Stewart and Laura Mrs. Decker, predicted that Mrs. Richmond's
Morgan. At a seance of the former, a friend relations with the Spirit-world were under
came to me that I recognized at once, as a going a change, fitting her for the promulga
near neighbor of ours, that I did not know was tion of new truths, which the Ancients were
dead. Two days after, when I reached St. to enunciate through Mrs. R.
Louis, 1 found a letter from my wife, an
The address from which we are quoting,
nouncing the death of this friend, which had given, as is stated in the Chicago Times report,
taken place only four or five days before I under the control of "An Ancient Astrologer "
saw her. At Laura Morgan's, among others, shows that Mrs. Decker's prediction is in pro
I saw Katie Lewis, the adopted daughter of cess o/ fulfillment.
Whoever reads the following extract from
Mrs. L. E. Lewis (the Washington medium),
whom I had known in Florida."
the same address, will see how substantial is
What a rebuke to Mrs. Stewart's assailants the agreement, in sentiment and foreshadow are the communications—such as the above— ings, of the utterances of " The Ancient As
which are comiDg to us from all parts of the trologer " tliro' Mrs. Richmond, and of several
of the Romans (of the Augustan Age) speaking
country.
There is coming to us, through our cor thro' the mediumship of Mr. Geo. Cole. Mrs.
respondence, commendation and applause— Richmond's Cliieage address is, in the extract
one universal acclaim—in vindication of Spir which follows, a substantial repetition, of
itualism, so recklessly assailed through the what has been previously said in the spirit
slander and defamation of the Terre Ilaute communications (addresses) of Claudius Apmediums. But, thank God, the day of judg pius and Scipio Africanus :
"At home, you may think there is little to
ment has come to their guilty accusers. We
fear. America is under no form of imperial
shall specifically demand that those Spiritual ism, except that of Mammon. Do and say
ists (so called), who have become conspicuous what you will, this is a form of tyranny that
defamers of Mrs. Stewart and other equally at the present is indeed very exasperating.
reliable mediums, shall retract their charges— But the hour has not yet come, it has not yet
fulfilled the entire measure of its wrongs.
now proven to be false and libellous. Fail The people as yet are its allies, consequently
ing to make retraction and reperation, these the monarch will not be overthrown until
swift witnesses and professional defamers of the people have become aware that it is their
This will require perhaps a century or
mediums, will stand pilloried in the public foe.
two yet. But these are times of rapid cul
contempt as SLANDERES and CALUMNIATORS. mination, aud it would not be surprising if
the most intelligent citizens of this republic
Spirit Scipio Africanus on Woman's should one day rise and declare, through leg
islation, or other direct means, their freedom
Suffrage.
In giving in CIRCULAR NO. 10 the address from the yoke of monopolies which are in
themselves organized powers of mammon's
of Spirit Scipio Africanus, we stated that this growth. We do not speak of this' to alarm
masterly speech, was first spoken through the you. Many of you are capitalists ; all of you
medial instrumentality of Geo. Cole—verba- wish you were ; but the time is coming when
will wish you were not. The form of a
teme reports of which were taken by Prof. you
republic is largely in favor of humanity, and
Kiddle and ourself. Mr. Cole, who is a good when land is not spurned unless it is worth
penman—better than we are—took our manu literally its weight in gold, and when soil is
script, to write out a more legible copy, and not considered dishonorable if it come in con
tact with human hands, and when golden
prepare it for the printer. On the return of grain shall be valued in equal proportion to
the revised copy, Mr. Cole informed us that, golden ore, and when labor shall be the stand
directed by the same powerful control under ard of valuation, you will have recovered
which the address had been spoken, he had from your tyranny. Until then uncertainty
in finance, political disturbance and perturba
re-written it, paying no attention to our manu tion, threatenings of renewal of old-time con
script copy.
quests and contests will be the order of the
We give the following important paragraphs day.
'' There is no other domain for politics to
which were spoken, but now repeated in the
enter now excepting that which concerns the
written address :
vital interests of the people. Slavery is
"And since it is through the influence of abolished, and is no longer a matter of spec
ulation ; unfortunately, this being so, caused
ladies, that States after all are governed, 1 its prolongation ; unfortunately, this being
would, also, have them represented at the so, led to the necessity of war for its abolition,
polling places. This will have the effect of and if there is any other kind of life that will
removing much of that rowdyism that now do service for Mammon instead of the chattel
slave, that life will be j>ressed into service
mars your elections. I would not have the even if it is your own. Remember this while
lady to deposit her vote ; but her ballot could you are suffering under the yoke of over
be collected by a trustworthy person at lier worked and over-spent hours in the countingresidence, and her gentle characteristics room and dusty shop ; remember this, that
Mammon claims her own, and that they who
would not then be brought in contact with an worship it even afar off must feel the fetters
opposing element.
of the chain until the earth shall become the
"Who think you gained the Battle of Pliar- Lord's, and the fullness thereof, and until the
labor of the hand and brow are the only stand
salia ; Csesar or Cornelia? I tell you, gentle ards
of valuation in the wide world."
men, it was Cornelia. She was what you
term a medium, and, through her advice, the
What Psychometry says of Astrology.
army of Pompey was put to route."
CHICAGO, III., April 25th, 1881.)
488 Milwaukee Avenue. J
Tlie Ancients Speaking tlirougli Mrs.
Editor PSYCHOMETRIC CIRCULAR :
Cora L. V. Richmond.
In fulfillment of my promise I have the
AVe copy from the Chicago Daily Times,
(the journal which enjoys the honorable dis pleasure to hand you inclosed a copy of a re
markable spiritual message to a scientist
tinction of giving the same prominence to
of this city, who desires to withhold
Mrs. Richmond's Sunday lectures that it does
his
name
for the present as it will be given in
to Orthodox sermons), a brief extract from
Mrs. R's lecture, given under the control of due season. The circumstance under which
an Ancient Astrologer. As the single, though this message was imparted happened in this
lengthy paragraph we have quoted is of way : On or about the evening of December
abounding interest, and of universal concern, 18th, 1880, Dr. L. II. Nason was at the office
we invite to it the considerate attention of of said scientist, when he then and there, being
under the control of ancient spirits, was made
every one of our readers :
to write said message in ancient characters
To-night, however, we are togive you mere
ly the effects of the perihelion as connected (hieroglyphics), and it was translated into
with the moral and spiritual upheaval. We English, on the 2d of January, 1881, through
have noticed that within the last few months the well-known medium of Psychometry,
there have been unusual crimes. You will James Cooper, M. D., of Bellefontaine, O.
also notice, perhaps, within the circle of your
own acquaintance, that there are unusual oc Ever since this communication was given the
he feels himself fully under spir
currences—different forms of disease appear,
baffling the physician ; sudden deaths occur itual influence, writing a book entitled "The
that seemingly have no adequate cause ; you Other Side," of which the first highly interest
will find in the whole range of society an un ing chapter is headed " Creation," and I am
usual series of events transpiring, sometimes privileged to make a copy of this chapter for
hidden, sometimes only partially so, some publication in your " CIRCULAR."
times cropping out in unexpected suicide,
Fraternally,
which, however, may have had its seed sown
BERNHARD KIHLHOLZ.
long ago, and these unusual perturbations
have helped to ripen and bring into activity To Brother
-, from Astrologers and
the effect. Inebriates, those addicted to any
Astronomers of ancient days, GREETING :
kind of intemperance, will find themselves—
For some years we have been with you en
and have, more than usually—unable to resist deavoring to impress on your mind, ideas far
the demon of their temptation. Be gentle and in advance of the sciences of the day, and we
kind and strong and firm for such as these as are glad to assure you that we have met with
you come in contact with ; they know not of some success ; though we have been much as
all of their strength and yours too, while you sisted by good minds of more recent date, some
will also have need of the strength of others to of the names of which have been given you
carry you forward in the conflict that is now through the medium we are now using.
going on, and which is a steady undermining Names, after all, amount to but little. They
of the usual forces of life. The coming sum are necessary more for the purpose of desig
mer will be a trying one. Do not be fright nating individuals than for any other purpose
ened. You will be prepared to meet it in in your life, while in ours they always mean
exact proportion as you rely upon spiritual something, but of this it is not necessary to
more than physical powers, for the physical speak further.
powers of the universe are depleted just now.
We now approach you for the purpose of
There will not be the usual amount of giving encouragement, and, mayhap, informa
strength ; you can not draw from the usual tion ; to tell you to be unmindful of the in
sources ; the mountains will have lost their difference of many, the scoffs of a few and the
charm ; the seaside will no longer banish pain, sneers of the superstitious and illiterate. Be
medicinal springs will have lost their value, satisfied when we tell you that you are on the
and the world will be sigularly distressed and right track and that, though you may not reap
disturbed for lack of material panacea for much pecuniary reward for your labors, a far
physical ills. This is an indication that you better reward will be yours when the mists of
should turn to another and higher source TIME have been dissolved by the SUN of
There are ways of stilling pain other than ETERNITY ; in other words, when you have
those that are physical, and the great mag done with this life and enter upon the next,
netic forces of the universe arc forever active, there you will find that you have " builded
while legions of intelligences fill the upper air better than you knew."
ready to bring you aid and strength if you
The new ideas you have given and expect
will but seek aid and strength in that direc to give to the world, are all of them from our
tion. Mr. Tyndall challenges God through side of the curtain, and will make their im
the agency of prayer to heal the sick in a given press upon the minds of the coming genera
ward of a hospital : but he who approaches tion if they do not affect this, largely.
Deity at the point of a sword or within pistol
The old man plants the seeds of slow grow
range, even though it be intellectual, is not ing trees, knowing that he will never cut the
supposed to be in the best condition to be the fruit, but knows that, at least, some who do
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eat thereof, after he has " entered into his
rest," will bless the hand that done the work,
though his name may have passed from the
memory of man. So it will be vitli you, ex
cept that your name will bo connected with
your work and coming generations will, while
blessing you, wonder that, in your life-time,
people were so blind as not to see the beauty
as well as truth of your teachings on light.
But you are to learn still more in this field, for
we, who have been too much engaged other
wise to devote the necessary time to your de
velopment, will, in the next few months, be
able to join the circle that is always with you,
and assist it in opening up, to plain view,
many of the secrets that Nature has, thus far,
securedly hidden from the sons of men.
But your mind has been drawn toward the
old time science of Astrology, and we wish to
tell you that, properly understood, it is a sub
ject of great importance, for each of the plan
ets exercise its peculiar influence upon the
child at birth ; and influences, to a greater or
less degree, the individual all through life.
Now we wish to give you a hint of the rela
tive value of each of the planets, and let you,
with the assistance of your spirit-guides work
out the balance for yourself. We will com
mence with the farthest known to your As
tronomers :
NEPTUNE,—The influence of this planet,
when favorably posited, is good. It gives the
individual born under its influence, moral as
well as animal courage, coolness and self-pos
session in the hour of danger, and a disposi
tion to search into the mysteries of Nature. If
in conjunction with MARS, stormy in temper,
easily offended and reckless in disposition.
With JUPITER all good, with SATURN, if afemale, deceitful, but virtuous and much given
to shedding tears. If a male, a successful and
wily rogue living by abusing the confidence of
his fellows. With URANUS, same as SATURN,
in less degree. Neptune is the great stormfactor—high winds and cold accompany his
different phases to other planets, as you can
satisfy yourself of by observation—rain in
Summer, snow in Winter.
URANUS.—Influence somewhat like Nep
tune in less degree, this influence being lessen
ed or increased when posited with good or bad
planets. Its influence on your atmosphere is
cool and moist.
SATURN.—We regard this planet as a malig
nant old man in whose nature there was no re
deeming feature, and we were nearly right,
for persons born under the direct influence of
him, are never successful for long. In dispo
sition they are gloomy, quarrelsome and fault
finding ; charity enters not into their nature ;
they are extremely selfish as well as often
miserly. In learning they may excel, but if so
it is only for selfish purposes they apply them
selves. Its influence on the atmosphere is cold
and wet.
JUPITER.—This planet is not alone the most
beautiful planet in the firmament, but it is the
best. He, or she born under its direct and fa
vorable influence, will always be fortunate,
be charitable, truthful and loving ; will have
a good mind, receptive to all influences of a
cheerful aud happy nature ; will not accumu
late great wealth, but always have an abund
ance to answer the ends of life. Its influence
on the atmosphere is warm and moderately
dry ; vegitation flourishes under his rays and
HE is THE GREAT GOOD FORTUNE, modified, of
course, by the position of others.
MARS.—Not really evil, as once supposed.
Gives courage, is the parent of soldiers and
military men generally, and when in the horo
scope with good planets, makes good men and
women ; when with Saturn and Uranus, the
native is a robber chief or leader of law-break
ers. Gives the combative principle to both
sexes. Its influence on the atmosphere is
strongly electrical, hot and dry, but favors
thunder storms when opposed by the wet plan
ets ; extreme heat by the day.
VENUS.—Is almost purely affectional and
rules as queen of love. When favorably posit
ed with the good planets, virtuous love is the
result ; with the bad, illicit love follows in
both sexes.
MERCURY.—Favorably posited, this planet
gives birth to scienl ists, inventors, orators in
Church and State, wits, liumorests, tragedians
and comedians. When posited with Saturn,
gloomy church bigots such as Calvin, with
Venus and Jupiter, loving humanitarians like
Jesus. Unfavorably posited, 'it makes petty
thieves, kleptomaniac's, and mischief-makers.
All born under its direct influence will learn
readily and be inclined to dip into the sciences,
but unless very careful, they will be inclined
to exagerate, though perhaps not exactly un
truthful, under certain conditions this planet
is the father of liars.
We have given you these hints, brother, and
trust they may be of use to you in your inves
tigations.
(Signed.)

have thrown overboard large packages, en
dorsed with their seal manuel. That the dove
has returned which mind sent out, with fruits
and flowers in its beak, brought from the
ever-green shore.
Farther on, in the book, " he considers it
best to believe that the Bible is infallible, for,
if that is not authoritative, what is ?" when
that very Bible corroborates remarkably what
is now transpiring among mankind 1 Spirits
are seen ! they are felt! heaven is open to
mortals, and is opening wider every day. We
are not "shut in." He also says "If the
Bible should prove to be a cunningly devised
fable, who would be the better for it?" " It
makes people happy." If error makes you
happy, stick to it. People were happy in bolieving the sun revolved around the earth,
resulting in many vexatious complications.
Now wo know better ; the complications are
removed, and still the world is just as happy,
and a little more so—for with this knowledge
a thousand troublesome problems were re
solved, and all theories based on the former
assumption vanished at once. "If ignorance
is bliss, 'tis folly to be wise," seems to
be the author's logic.
The Bible, which he handles doubtfully
with his intellectual tongs, corroborates es
sentially the Spiritualism of to-day. Spirit
ualism demonstrates beyond the shadow of a
doubt, the immortality of the soul.
Plato, no less than the Bible, and other
works and thoughts of man, in his deep search
ing for truth, gives many striking instances
and inferences; but no proof positive that we
shall survive our mortality. Some people
know, more than they dare express. Witness
the following from two of our most renowned
poets :

MUSICAL INSTRUCTION.
Thorough instruction in Music (Piano,) by an expeii
eneid lady teacher, especial attcntion gi
^
and fingering, terms by lesson or quaitermodera

dress.

_ _ _ _T

MRS. DILLON,

62 Remsen St.

BROOKLYN.

The Materializing and Physical
Medium

A. F. ACKERLY

Will hold Seances every TUESDAY and THURSDAY
Evenings at 49 DeBevois Place Brooklyn. N. *•
In a full light, hands and arms are Materialized an
shown Musical instruments are played on. Message
are written by materalized hands that take paper ana
pencil from the sitters.
Other remarkable phenomena occur in thei
of this Medium, all in the light and without a
cabinet. Mr. Ackerly is open to engagements to visit
any private family in Brooklyn on any designa ea ai
ternoon or evening.

Feb. 15. 1881.

A. F. ACKERLY,

591 Fulton Street,

"THE

Brooklyn, N. Y.

ANCIENT

BAND."

Those wishing to secure «
'rENOTN
(cabinet size) from the original LIFE SIZE iKNvixj
PAINTINGS, by the world renowned spirit Artist,, Ais
DERSON, of the Pre-historic, and other'Ancient bPlr
composing the " SPIRIT AR1 GALLERY,
.amain
dress the undersigned. Only about 150 c°pies
(the negatives having been det troyed) so a vtry few o
dirs, will exhaust the supply.
„
PRICE.—single Copy 5u cents ; five copies
uu.
Additional copies 35 cents. Biographical Catalogue d
cents. Full sets cannot be supplied. CM some tnere
remain but lew while of many none.
J. WINCHESTER, Columbia. Cal.

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT.

Mrs. M. A. Gndley announces to the Public that
she has resumed her professional labors as 1 sycho" For voices pursue him by day,
metrist
and that she is now prepared to give psycho
And liaunt him by night;
metric readings of letters, photographs &c. Sue
And lie listened and needs must obey,
be addressed by mail with autograph or picture ox
When the angel says ' write."'
thepersonsoliciting.
. . . .
„
—LONGFELLOW.
Psychometrizing ores for description of quality
and quantity of metals, and all tliat appertains to
" Tf word of mine another gloom has brightened,
Through my dumb lips the heaven sent message the locality and working of mines, a specialty.
TERMS.
came ;
Delineations and Character Reading, $2.00.
If hand of mine another's task lias lightened,
The
same
with
prophetic
readings *3.00.
I felt the guidance that it dares not claim."
Psychometrizing Ores, $5 1 0.
—O. W. HOLMES.
Address,

It is to be regretted that many of our in
spired ones, on account of their surroundings,
"dare not claim," what they inwardly feel,
and might know to be true. I have heard
some experiecne in that way myself—but
when my own dear mother and children came
and showed themselves to me alive—after
several years had passed away since their de
cease, I arose in the strength of a strong and
fearless knowledge, and committed myself to
the fact of spirit intercourse. May this be the
experience of all the faltering ones !
WARREN BOYNTON.

SOMETHING NEW IN HIS
TORY.
The followiug is a partial synopsis of a book now in
press at Chicago, written in ancient characters by one
medium, and translated into English by another : The
origin of our Sun and its Planets; the ultimate desliny
of Suns and Planets ; the birth of the Planets belong
ing to our system, and the order in which they were
born ; the Asterods, and their origin ; the history of
the Earth from its birth as a Comet to the dawn of or
ganic life ; Sun Spirits, or World Builders ; organic
Life traced through its successive steps until the ad
vent of Man; the exact manner and localities in which
the Five Races of Men—Red, Black, Brown, Yellow
and White—came into existance ; each Race followed
through its history up to the dawn of historic times,
with the changes occurring on the Earth's surface ;
who settled Egypt, China, the Isles of the Sea, etc.,
with plain explanations of strange traditions, passa
ges in the Bible, &c. No theorising, but facts as they
occurred. Address PUBLISHERS, 277 FORQUER
STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

MRS. M. A. GRIDLEY,
417 Yates Avenue,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

MRS. SALLIE L. MECRACKEN,
PSYOnOMETRTST & SYMBOL CLAIRVOYANT.

Reading of character, and life-line symbol 41.00
Life-line, landscape symbol in oil colors. One dol
lar for reading, which will be deducted from price
of painting if ordered. Price of picture according
to size and subject.
Requirements for the phases above : Lock of hair
with age. sex, married or single, in applicant's owm
writing.
ADDRESS, WEST DESMOINES, IOWA.

MRS. H. A. CATE,
INSPIRATIONAL, FLORAL, POETIC,
EMBLEMATIC MEDIUM.

Medical and Business Clairvoyant.
INTELLECTUAL, SFIBITUAL, TEST AND

DEVELOPING CIRCLES on SUNDAYS and THURS
DAYS at 8 P M. TUESDAYS at 3 P. M PSYCHOMET RIO
and CHARACTER READINGS from PHOTOGRAPHS or
ANY ARTICLE DESIRED. Private sittings Daily from
10 A. M. to 12, and from 1 to 5 P. M.

439 FULTON ST. bet. JAY & PEARL STS.,
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
SEERESS & PSYCHOMETER.
THROUGH PHOTOGRAPHS, AUTOGRAPHS OH
SOME MAGNETIZED ARTICLE.
Will return Message from Spirit Friend ; Counsel re
garding Spiritual Gifts, Business, Prophetic Character
Readings, and Diagnosis of Diseas, each $1.00.
Minerals Examined, J3.00.
Addlt8B

MRS>

ANNA KIMBALL,
P. O. Box 241, DUNKIRK, N. Y.

J". "V. Mansfield, TEST MEDIUM, answers seal
ed letters, at 6lWest42d str et, New York. Terms
$3 and four 3-cent stamps. REGISTER YOUR'
LET TERS.

PRE HISTORIC AGESDR. LEONARD HERBERT NASON'S BOOK, entitled
HISTORY OF THE PREHISTORIC AGES, a book of 387

pages, written in an unknown language, and transla
ted psychometrically by Dr. James Cooper. For sale
at CIRCULAR OFFICE, Price, $3.00. Orders by mail or
otherwise promptly attended to.

C. R. MILLER & CO.,
17 Willoughby Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

MIND AND MATTER:

MRS. E. MILLS,
TRANCE AND TEST MEDIUM
AND
PSYCHOMETRIST,
431 Graham Avenue, Brooklyn, E. D.
Reference • Editor of PSYCHOMETRIC CIRCULAR.

JAMES A. BLISSLETTER MEDIUM.

A SPIRITUAL PAPER PUBLISHED WEEKLY IS Communications by letter for persons at a distance,
PHILADELPHIA.
Terms $1,00 and three 3-ct stamps. Office, 713 Sanson*
PUBLICATION OFFICE, SECOND STORY, 713 SANSOM ST. St,, Philadelphia, Pa.
J. M. ROBERTS

PUBLISHER AND EDITOR.

JAMES A. BLISS,
Spiritual and Liberal Book Store,

TO mail subscribers, $2-15 pei annum ; $1,09 for
713 Sansom St., Philadelphia,
six months ; 67 cents lor three months, payable in
advance. Sample copies free.
SPECIAL NOTICE.—The great pressure of business
CLUB KATES FOR ONE YEAR.
upon my time has compelled me to resign my positions
Five copies one year, free of postage
$ 8,00 as Assistant upon MIND and MATTER Staff. From
Ten
" "
"
»
15,00 this date my business relations in that direction are
" THE ANCIENT BAND."
Twenty "
" "
"
"
30,00 closed. Hereafter I shall devote iny whole time and
attention to my large and rapidly increasing business
in Spiritual and Liberal Books, 713 Sansom Street,
Philadelphia, Penn.
[For the PSYCHOMETRIC CIRCULAR.]
JAMES A. BLISS.
Febrnary 23, M. S. 33.
GARNERED SHEAVES OF THOUGHT
A
Monthly
Journal,
devoted
to
the
interests
of
Hu
FROM THE HARVEST OF
manity, Spiritualism and the Spirit World, pub
YEARS.
lished by the
LETTER MEDIUM.
Communications by letter for persons at a distance
A Hopeless Wall.
$1.00 and three 3-ct. stamps.
Office, 713 San
4.3!) Fulton St.
Brooklyn, N. Y. Terms
som St., Phila. Pa.

THE WATCHMAN.

JABIES A.

BLISS,

Boston Star and Crescent Co.

DEAR BROTHER MILLER ;

In a work published in 1872, by Jolm G.
Holland, entitled "Gold Foil," I find the
following: "The body is to die. So much
is certain. What lies beyond ? No one who
passes the charmed boundary, comes back to
tell. The imagination visits the realm of
shadows—sent out from some window of the
soul over life's restless waters, but wings its
way wearily back, with no olive leaf in its
beak, as a token of emerging life beyond the
closely blending horizon. The sun comes and
goes in the heavens, yet breathes no secret of
the etlierial wilderness. The crescent moon
changes her nightly passage across the upper
deep, but tosses overboard no message, and
displays no signals. The sentinel stars chal
lenge each other as they walk their nightly
rounds, but we catch no syllable of the coun
tersign which gives passago to the heavenly
camp. Shut in ! shut in ! between this and
the other li fe, there is a great gulf fixed, across
which neither eye or foot can travel,"
Is not this quotation a charming picture ?
How dark the background? What shadows
hang omlniously, forbidiugly, over the per
spective. Not a tree, shrub, or flower, or
spear of grass, neither beast, bird or insect—
or anything of life or beauty enliven the
scene, all is a dreary unproductive, unbeautiful arid waste. We pity a soul in such dark
surroundings, whose vision has been so dinined
—one who has been so blinded by ecclesiasticism, that ho cannot, or will not accept the
only solution of a knotty problem, "If a man
die, shall he live again.
We know that spirits do return to earth,
and demonstrate immortality—that spirits

HATTIE A. CATE, ....
ARTHUR B. SIIEDD,
Terms of Subscription.
Per Volume of 12 Numbers
Single Copies

EDITRESS.
MANAGER.
50 cents.
5 cents.

Mrs. Elizabeth Hilton, M.D.
PHYSICIAN,

No. 204 South 8th Street,
Near Broadway,

JENNIE S. LANGFORD,
SEERESS AND PSYCHOMETER.
Character Reading. Prophetic Council. Spirits seen
and described, and advice given from them. Address
with autograph letter enclosing $1.00, and photo or
lock of hair.
JENNIE S. LANGFORD,
091 BROADWAY,
BROOKLYN, E. D.

V. P. SLOCUM, M. D.

BROOKLYN, E. D.

ECLECTIC AND MAGNETIC PHYSICIAN,
Dr. Hilton will visit patients in any portion of the 47 West 37th St., New York City, treats successfully
Cities of Brooklyn, or New York, or their immediate Acute and Chronic Diseases. Frequently cures cases
suburbs.
pronounced incurable by councils of doctors Takes
patients at his home if desired. Is one of the oldest
and best PsychometristH known. For medical diauno
sis and advice, lor delineation of character, givinr
adaptability, &c , and for tracing minerals, 12 00 each
References-Henry J. Newton, President of First So
We take pleasure in commending to the ciety
of Spiritualists, New York City, and Charles it
public regard and confidence the very remark Miller, President Brooklyn Spiritui Society.

Psychometry § Soulreading

able psychometric readings of our esteemed
friend,

Mrs. Cornelia H. Decker,
which we have found distinguished by very
great correctness, delicacy and fullness of
descripton.
CIIAS. R. MILLER,
Pres't. Brooklyn Spir. Soc.
JOS. RHODES BUCHANAN,
HENRY KIDDLE.

MRS. A. S. WINCHESTER?

*

Trance Medium. Let ters answered and examined n,
veloping Circles held. Bliss' Magnetized Paper al'wn v.
on hand. 620 Mason street, P. O. Box 1997, San Fran
Cisco, Lai.

J. AVM. VAN NAMEE, M. 1).

Clairvoyant and Magnetic Physician. Madison p„.
necticnt. Examinations made from lock of huff
no"
Psychometrical readings of character 12. 0o Maunet
ized remedies sent for all diseases. Will answer c«u.
" One of the most accurate Psychometrists that we to lecture before Spiritual Societies, Lihernl c,muil
have ever encountered
Banner of Light.
I emperauec Societies, and attend Convmit™.
"oil
"Mrs C. II. Decker, of 205 East Thirty-sixth Street, Funerals within reasonable distance from home
nome, on
(New York), is acknowledged to be the finest psy- reasonable terms.
cometric reader in the world."— Celestial City.

MAGNETIZED PAPER.

M R S - R . A. B R A D F O R D
MAGNETIC PHYSICIAN

r p o ANY ONE SENDING ME $ 1 . 0 0 and two 31 cent Stamps with a lock of hair, I will send in re 505 FULTON STREET,
BROOKLYN.
turn two sheets of highly magnetized paper for MEDI
CAL and DEVELOPING assistance, with full direc
tions of use, also a medical diagnosis, including a de Paralysis and Nervous Diseases a Specialty.
scription of medical powers.
MEAUNSOTIION, a powerful and ancient spirit,
W. H. COFFIN
will especially charge the paper for you by having Uie
M A G N ETIC P1IY8 IC T A AT
hair as a magnet.
204 SOUTH 8TH STREET, Brooklyn,'E, D
I'o any one, not desiring a special diagnosis. I will
send one sheet of generul magnetized paper for 10 cenU
FRINTED
AT THE OFFICE OF TUB
and 3-cent stamp.

,, „

,

, „

NHS. H. A. CATE, Medium.

439 Fulton street, Brooklyn.

SENTINEL, ATLANTIC AVENUE NKIR
BCIIENCK, EAST FEW YORK.

